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The Battle Ahead to Win Our Rights
By Allen Cook
TJIN Co—Editor
After twelve years ofwhat seemed
to have been an escalating encroach—
ment of our civil rights as Gay men
and Lesbians, we have elected a new
administration. It is the first adminis—
tration ever to have publicly supported
the civil rights of Gays and Lesbians.
It is the first administration ever to>
have broached the subject of allow—
ing Gays and Lesbians in the military.
We hope it will be the first adminis—
tration to make good on the promise
to make AIDS a national priority
health issue.
If you read these pages with any
regularity, you have seen city after
city pass ordinances protecting the
civil rights ofhomosexuals. You have
seen states make positive steps in
granting spousal rights to state em—
ployees.

Now is the time for optimism, but
now is not the time for complacency.
We have also seen the backlash — in
the form of the voter referendum.
Certainly some referendums have
been defeated, but enough have been
passed to make us worried. Oregon‘s
Measure 8 anti—Gay law was over—
turned by the courts, and Measure 9
was defeated in a voter referendum.
Colorado‘s constitutional amendment
passed. Unless repealed, that state will
suffer the economic consequences.
Anti—Gay activists promise that
more and more referendums will be
brought to the public to prevent or
overturn the passage of laws protect—
ing our rights. We are under siege.
Much of the good will we have cre—
ated over the past ten to twenty years
will be wiped out by the child—mo—
lesting—pervert depictions of us by our
enemies. _
Ironically the AIDS issue has

Lettersfrom our readers are always encour—
aged. Letters should be as short aspossible and
signed. Anonymous letters will not be printed,
but names my be witheld on request. Sendyour
letters to: Triangle Journal News, P.O. Box
11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
Reader Says Clinton
Has Done Nothing
For Gays
I was reading your November issue of the
Triangle Journal News and I was very disap—
pointed by the article by your guest commenta—
tor. Like our body part, we each have our
opinions and must respect those of others
whether we agree or disagree. I had the oppor—
tunity to be in Houston for the Republican Con—
vention. It is true that there was a lot of Gay
bashing being done, but at least the people were
up front with it.
I wonder if Mr. Burton has ever been across
the Mississippi River. I really seriously doubt
it, or he would have known a little bit about our
good Governor and President—elect. During the
past twelve years, our governor has done noth—
ing for the Gay community or the people of my
home state. One must judge a person by his past
actions and not by his words.
~ [The June edition of Triangle Rising has a}
front—page story by Eric Camp headlined
"Clinton Endorses Sodomy Law Repeal, Betsy
Wright Urges Community to Speak Up." The
fact of the matter was that when the good legis—
lator from Northern Arkansas proposed it, the
governor, Mr. Clinton, was opposed at that time
in fear of the results it would have on his reelec—
tion bid for governor. But in running for Presi—
dent, he had many promises to several groups
to woo them away from more friendly candi—
dates to the causes.
But that is politics, with many promises
made, but few, if any, kept. Mr. Burton needs
to learn more about the people and what they
have actually done and not just listen to their
words. But if he wants to listen to a few words,
I‘ve got some ocean front property in Arizona
for sale, but at a reasonable price, of course.
With Mr. Clinton, Arkansas has no real prob—
lem on AIDS, whetherit be educational or any
2—The Triangle Journal News — January 1993

brought more of us into the open and
has let people see us as caring, sensi—
tive individuals—neither the flaming
stereotype, nor the pervert.
It remains that ws are the last mi—
nority thatit is all right to persecute.
Human rights are not something
that necessitates a referendum. I dare
say African—Americans would not
have their civil rights today if a refer—
endum were held in the South on the
issue.
—
I‘m old enough to have seen the
pendulum of social mores swing —
from the free love days of the sixties
and seventies to the puritanical con—
servatism of the eighties and early
nineties. We must continue to be out
and obvious and to continue spread—
ing the message that we are not as the
right wing says we are.
With luck and a rational national
leadership not so allied with the radi—
cal religious right, we will prevail. But

other type. AIDS in Arkansas, like every other
state, is continuing to grow, not just in major
towns, but even in the rural areas. Our Human
Services (budget) is being cut day by day be—
cause of the lack of money even though Mr.
Clinton has raised taxes and fees within our state
127 times. Thus many of the medical programs
here in Arkansas are being cut. Mr. Clinton has
refused to do anything for the Gay community
here in Arkansas whether it be proclaiming a
coming out day or anything else. With politics,
we should not just listen to what is being said,
but to look at what the person has done on the
level that he has served. The people in our coun—
try must be educated on many aspects of live. I
believe that this is one area in which the Gay
community needs to be more educated. We must
not only listen to what is being said, but to look
also.
Gay bashing doesn‘t happen under a Repub—
lican president only, but under a Democratic
governor. We, as a community, must work to—
gether and not become divided, because divided,
we can do nothing, but hurt ourselves.
Douglas Traywick
Pine Bluff, Arkansas

No time for complacency.
it won‘t be done without a lot ofgrief,
or a lot of work, and no small amount
of courage. While the ACT—UP and
Queer Nation tactics aren‘t my style,
it often takes extremes to change sta—
tus quo to a reasonable position.
Make a New Year‘s resolution to
become more active in securing your

own rights next year. There will be a
group of every imaginable type at the
April March on Washington—all
sharing the experience of being Gay
or Lesbian and all demanding to be
heard with the same loud, insistent
voice.
'
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The fact that two people die of AIDS every
week in Shelby County, and two people become
I shouldn‘t have to beg my neighbors to take gether and unite together as one. We, as Gay
infected with HIV every day in Memphis
doesn‘t seem to make people aware of the much responsibility for the care ofour dying resources, men and women, have enough to deal with with—
out having bar owners acting like 2—year—olds.
larger problem at hand. We are involved in the namely Persons Living With AIDS.
Instead of trying to compete with each other,
Michael
Einspanjer
largest civil war this city has ever seen. I beg of .
Memphis try working together. Let‘s make our Gay com—
local bar owners and patrons as well to help me
munity strong and proud.
put an end to this friction within OUR commu—
David Clemmer
nity!
Memphis
There will be some type of benefit every Bar Owners Urged to
month in 1993. I give my solemn promise that
all proceeds will be split up according to need "Grow Up"
It is really getting sad when certain bar own—
between MGLCC, Friends For Life, and the
Adult Special Care Unit at The Med. Enough ers threaten their employees that they would be
with this status quo. Please come together and fired if they were caught in other bars.
We, as a Gay community, should work to—
do what has to be done in OUR community.

New Year‘s

Eve

December 31

Biggest and Best Party in Nashville
$1000 Balloon Drop in Cash & Prizes
Hot Go—Go Dancers —
Men of Desire from Atlanta

Party Place
HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE MONTHS OF DECEMBERJANUARY
Nashville‘s

Texas Gentlemen
HOT STRIPPERS FRIDAY, DECEMBER 25
Bianca Page
18T RUNNERUP TO MISS U.S.A. 1992 SUNDAY, DECEMBER 2
Maxi Houston
MISS SOUTH AT—LARGE SUNDAY, JANUARY3

Anniversary Week January 18—14
ANNIVERSARY PARTY FRIDAY, JANUARY 8
Martin Dezarea
SUNDAY, JANUARY 10

Happy Hour Special|
3 for 1 cocktails! (610 PM.) |||[3
2529Franklin Pike, Nashville,Tennessee
Telephone: 615/385—989
|
OPEN 7 DAYSA WEEK|
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High Court To Rule On
‘Hate Crimes‘

—

Laws

doubled to four years under the law
after he was convicted of aggra—
vated battery in the October 1989
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
beating of a 14—year—old white
Supreme Court today re—entered
youth in Kenosha, Wis.
the debate over "hate crimes" laws,
Mitchell, then 19, had asked a
agreeing to decide whether states
group of Black youths, "Do you
— including New York — violate
all feel hyped up to move on some
free—speech rights by imposing
white people?" The youths spot—
longer prison terms for bias—moti—
ted Gregory Riddick walking
vated crimes.
—
— nearby and Mitchell said, "There
The court said it will review rul—
goes a white boy; go get him."
ings that struck down such a law
Mitchell challenged the en—
in Wisconsin.
hanced—sentence law, and the Wis—
At least 20 other state laws call
consin Supreme Court struck it
for longer prison terms for so—
down earlier this year. The law
called hate crimes. Nearly every
violated the First Amendment by
state has some type of hate crime
punishing thought and chilling free
law.
speech, the court said.
The Supreme Court last June
The highest courts in Oregon,
unanimously struck down a St.
New York, Michigan and Ver—
Paul, Minn., ordinance that banned
mont have upheld longer sentences
cross—burnings, swastika displays
for bias—motivated crimes.
and other expressions of racial
Lawyers for Wisconsin said
bias. The ordinance violated the
their state‘s law is constitutional
Constitution‘s free—speech protec—
because it seeks to punish conduct,
tion because it sought to ban some
not thought.
viewpoints, the court ruled.
"Nothing in the Constitution re—
But that decision did not ad—
quires governmental apathy to—
dress the question of requiring ex—
ward the special harms of bias—
tra punishment for defendants who
motivated action," Wisconsin‘s
act because of racial bias or some
lawyers said, adding that judges
other discriminatory motive.
routinely consider motive in hand—
The Wisconsin law authorized
* ing out sentences in criminal cases.
longer prison terms if defendants
But Mitchell, the defendant in
chose their victim because of race,
the Wisconsin case, responded that
religion, disability or sexual orien—
the hate—crimes law in his state un—
tation.
‘
constitutionally punishes bigoted
In the case before the court, speech and association.
Todd Mitchell‘s prison term was
By Laurie Asseo
Associated Press Writer

©

Rights Ordinance Attacked
By KC Conservatives
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
The city may be forced to repeal a
civil rights ordinance that oppo—
nents say could lead toprotections
for homosexuals.
FIRED UP, a conservative re—
ligious group, gathered the neces—
sary petition signatures to force the
City Council either to repeal the
ordinance or put it to a public vote,
Clay County officials said Dec. 9.
Part of the ordinance creates a
city Human Rights Commission
and several task forces, including
one on Gay and Lesbian issues.
Connie Cierpiot, a member of
FIRED UP‘s executive committee,
said the commission is a "vehicle"
that will be used to grant civil
rights protections to homosexuals.
The petition angered Gay activ—
ists. "Kansas City should be
ashamed and embarrassed that we
actually might have to vote on civil
rights for its citizens," said activ—
ist Jon Bamett.
One City Council member said
4—The Triangle Journal News — January 1993

she was sure the council will not
repeal the ordinance.
"The radical right has learned
that it can‘t win other elections, so
their new agenda is the horrible,
terrible Gays and what they will
do with society," said Katheryn
Shields.
Shields and others accused fun—
damentalist religious groups with
misrepresenting the ordinance
while gathering the 9,436 signa—
tures they needed. Some petition
gatherers have told people the or—
dinance would require churches to
hire homosexual pastors, Shields
said.
The ordinance makes the city‘s
laws similar to fair housing laws
and the Americans With Disabili—
ties Act, a necessary step for the
city to receive some federal funding.
If the council allows the issue
to go before voters, it would have
had to call a special election that
could cost Kansas City at least
$200,000. The deadline for putting
issues on the February election
ballot passed on Dec. 8.

Denver Agency
HOLIDAY CLEAN UP TIME!!

Adopts Gay
Protection Policy
DENVER (AP) — The Re—
gional Transportation District may
have set the stage for a challenge
to Amendment 2 by adopting a
policy to protect employees from
discrimination based on sexual
orientation.
"The simple fact is that we have
Gays and Lesbians at every level
of this organization," RTD Direc—
tor Roger Sherman said. "As
electedofficials, we have an obli—
* gation to stand up for what is mor—
ally right."
Amendment 2, approved by
voters Nov. 3, prohibits the state
government or any of its subdivi—
sions from adopting or enforcing
Gay—protection laws. RTD was
created by the state Legislature and
has a board of directors elected by
the general public.
RTD attorney Jack Kennedy
said Amendment 2 does not ex—
plicitly prohibit the policy, adopted
by the board of directors Dec. 8,
"It‘s not clear if the intent of —
Amendment 2 is to control the in—
ternal workings of an organiza—
tion" or just the rules it might set
up for those on the outside, he said.
Will Perkins, chairman of Colo—
rado for Family Values, the group
that sponsored Amendment 2, said
the state attorney general will have
to decide whether the RTD policy
is legal.
§
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Steam Clean
Pretreat
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Disinfectant
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Furniture Moved
Stain Removal
Rust Removal
Pet Odor Control
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LEE WATSON
24 Hour Service
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Owner
FREE ESTIMATES

— DISCOVER
THE JOY OF TOUCH
GENTLE, RELAXING,
TOTAL BODY MASSAGE
Guaranteed Rejuvenation For
The Body and Mind.

4a52—1875 Tom Pitman
By
Massage Therapist
Appointment

Miss America
Faces Criticism
For Paid AIDS
Appearance
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP)— When
Miss America Leanza Cornett —
came to the New York State Mu—
seum to draw attention to AIDS,
some people were more interested
in her $1,200 speaking fee.
Experience the Adventure on
Cornett spoke at the museum‘s
exhibit of 800 panels of The
an RSVP Gay Cruise...
Names Project AIDS Memorial
Quilt, which commemorates vic—
cocoons
tims of the disease.
Great American Cruises
Cornett, 21, has a close friend
52 N. 2nd Street
with AIDS and has dedicated her
call Sherman C. Perkins 901—525—5302
year as Miss America to educat—
ing the public about the disease.
"We are losing sight ofthis dis— The speaking fee was paid by pri— AIDS activist.
ease and who it is affecting," vate donors, he said.
Cornett said she would donate
But AIDS activists said the some of the fee to help AIDS pa—
Cornett said. "It is claiming the
lives of our friends, our wives and money would be better spent on tients but declined to say how
husbands and lovers. These people housing, food and other services
for people with AIDS.
need our compassion."
"Does she need $1,200 to do
The museum and community
that
when people are struggling
agencies invited Cornett, hoping
and
lacking
medical services and
she would draw attention to the
quilt, said Randy Roberts, head of lacking decent, affordable hous—
the museum‘s public programs. ing?" asked Steve Baratta, an
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to help
have
been
battling
over
whether
schoolatall.Ifit‘sgoingtohaveto
settletheirdifferences.
first—gradersshouldbetaughttore—
be,
let
i
t
be
in
the
junior
high
"Idon‘twantanybodytolookat
spectGay
people.
school."
% thisvoteasadeclarationofwinners
Atissueinthe443—pagecurricu—
Fernandez
suspended
the
board
lum, called"Children
oftheteaches
Rain— ofDistrict
24 when it rejected the andlosers,"saidboardPresidentH.
Carl
McCall."It‘s
an attempt to
bow,"
is
a
section
that
"ChildrenoftheRainbow"curricu—
bring
all
the
tolerance
ofGay
and
Lesbian
par—
lum.
He
said
he
acted
because
the
entstostudentsasyoungas6years board
refused
to develop
an alter—in—
old.
native
curriculum
that
would
Fernandez suspended the board volve
lessonsandof tolerance
toward
forrefusingtheaccept"Childrenof
homosexuals
would
not
allow
theRainbow"lastweek.TheBoard
its
school
superintendent
to
talkto
ofblowDec.
Education16nightwhen
dealt Fernandez
a thechancellor‘soffice.
members
"Tonight‘saction
isdisappoint—
voted
to
reinstate
the
board.
But
ing,"
Fernandez
said
afterthe
vote
— tomembersvotedtoallowFernandez
reinstating
the
board.
"The
facts
supersede ifagreement.
the two partiesfail clearly
dictated
adifferent
result."
tocometoan
~All
32
school
districts
in New
FernandezsaidDec.17hewould
YorkCityweregiventheoptionof
appoint
three trustees
to handle
allin either
accepting "Children of the
multi—cultural
curriculum
issues
Rainbow"orcomingupwithanal—
themeetwith
districthim.if the board refuses to ternative.Thealternativehadtoin—
clude
tenetspolicy
of a adopted
multi—cultural
"Children
of
the
Rainbow"
in—
curriculum
by Thethe
cludes
a
suggestedteachers‘
bibli—
Board
of
Education
in
1989.
ography
oftwohundreds
‘ofconserva—
books "Rainbow"curriculum
isdesigned
including
that
local
to
introduce
children
to
positive
tives
and
parents
who
oppose
the
imagesofwomen,
Blacks,
Hispan—
— out:
curriculum
have
angrily
singled
ics
and
othergroups.
Daddy‘sTwoMommies.
Roommate and ceptedAll butthe three
districts
eitheralter—ac—
HeatherHas
plan
or
submitted
In astrongly worded letter sent saidhisspokesman,FrankSobrino.
natives that Fernandez accepted,
lastmonthtoJosephFernandez,the
president
of Board 24 in Queens,his —Fernandez‘s
staff is working
with
MaryCummins,vowedtorepel
twoofthedistrictson
devisingac—
efforts
to acceptance
convince theofboard
to
"promote
sodomy
andcoverup
itsdangers."
Excerpts From
It‘sthelatestcontroversyinvolv—
ingFernandez,whosenamehasre—
cently
surfaced as a potential "Children Of The Rainbow"
candidateforsecretaryofeducation
in theClinton
administration.
Curriculum
In
hisupcomingautobiography,
Tales Out ofCrusade
School:To Joseph
NEWYORK(AP)—Thefollowingexcerptsarefrom"Chil—
Fernandez‘
Rescue
drenoftheRainbow,"a443—pagemulticulturalcurriculumguide:
AmericanEducation,
Fernandezre—
—ChildrenofLesbian—Gayparentsmayhavelimitedexperi—
vealed
he
used
heroin
as aover—
high encewithmale—femaleparentalsituations;ifthereisnorepresen—
school
dropout
and
almost
dosed
several
times. HeCuomo
also criti—
tationoftheirlivesintheclassroom, theymaysuddenlybemade
cized
Gov.
Mario
and
MayorDavidDinkins.
—Childrengrowingupinheterosexuallyheadedfamiliesmay
FernandezledthewayforAIDS
be
experiencingcontact
with Lesbians—Gaysforthe
firstgivetime.chil—
education
nationally
and
for
con—
—Teachers
offirst
graders
have
an
opportunity
to
domdistributioninschools.Butthe dren a healthy sense of identity at an early age. Classes should
"ChildrenoftheRainbow"curricu—
references to Lesbians and Gays in all curricular areas
lumParentsmeetingtodiscusstheis—
hasalsobeen controversial. include
andshouldavoidexclusionarypracticesbypresumingaperson‘s
sexual
orientation,
reinforcing
stereotypes, or speaking of—
sueFernandez
have nearly
cometwoto blows.
Lesbians—Gays
as"they"
orthe "other."
received
recent
—TheTeachers
issues surrounding
familyofvaried
may be very
sensitive
for
death
threats last week about the:
issue.Thousandsoflettersweremailed
> including
children.
should
be
aware
family
structures,
two—parent
single—parent
tooftheparentsRainbow"
warningmeantthat first—grad—
"Children Lesbian parents,
divorcedor parents,
adoptivehouseholds,
parents andGay or
erswould betaught
aboutthe
"ho—
mosexual
lifestyle,
including
oral
andSomeparentsaretotallyopposed
analsex."

parties together and
find a solution."
At the same time, the board af—

firmed Fernandez‘s authority to su—
persede the nine—member local
board if the two sides cannot come
to terms on implementing the cur—
riculum.
Ellen B. McGuinn, president of
a conservative school board in
Brooklyn, District 20, said her
board was the first district to exam——
ine the Rainbow curriculum.
In the plan McGuinn‘s board
presented to Fernandez, it deleted
certain reference books and decided
to postpone education about homo—
sexual lifestyles at least until the
fifth grade.
But though McGuinn‘s board‘s
plan was deemed acceptable to
Fernandez, she and the other district
board members wrote a note of pro—
test to Fernandez when he sus—
pended School Board 24. —
"We felt he overstepped his
bounds," said McGuinn. "It‘s a
shame it‘s all gone this far."

to feel different.

guard-

ians or adoptive parents.

~

— Children must be taught to acknowledge the posmve
aspects of each type of household and the 1mportance of love and
caremfamlly hvmg gilso

Firm Wanted Software
Returned After Anti—Gay
Rights Bill Passed
SPRINGFIELD, Ore. (AP)—The
city‘s recent anti—Gay rights charter
amendment prompted a California
software company to ask for the re—
turn of a $7,500 computer program.
Orbit Software USA Inc. of
Danville, Calif., refunded the money
to the Springfield Utility Board in a
September letter from company vice
president David Merit that asked for
the immediate return of the program,
said utility spokeswoman Mary Ann
Rhodes.
"Basically, the letter from Orbit
said, ‘We don‘t want to do business
with a company in a town that passes
laws like the one you have,"" Rhodes
said.
The utility returned the check and
tried to convince Orbit to drop the de—
mand for its software, she said.
The utility also asked a Springfield
computer company owner, Jesse
Maine, to intercede with Orbit.
"I told Merit the community was
divided on the measure, that the busi—
ness community was basically against
it, and that he would be punishing the
whole community when not everyone
was responsible for passing it," said
Maine, the owner of PICO Informa—
tion Systems.
Orbit eventually decided to wait

until after the Nov. 3 election to see
whether a more sweeping anti—Gay
rights initiative on the statewide bal—
lot was defeated, Rhodes said.
.» Measure 9 went down to defeat by
a wide margin in the most heavily
populated areas of the state but many
small towns, 1ncludmg Springfield,
supported it.
f
Rhodes said she did not know
whether Orbit would renew its de—
mand to return the software. Merit
was unavailable for comment.
The Springfield city charter
amendment, passed in the May 19
primary election, remains in force. It
lumps homosexuality into the same
category as masochism, sadism and
pedophilia, and prohibits the city from
promoting any of those practices.
Maine tried unsuccessfully to
overturn the charter amendment last
summer. He won a seat on the City
Council in the Nov. 3 general elec—
tion.
*
Details about the Orbit request
were not made public until recently,
about a week after the Atlanta City
Council and the Fulton County Com—
mission in Georgia banned any gov—
ernment—sponsored travel to
Springfield because of the anti—Gay
rights ordinance.

Court Refuses To Block
Enforcement Of Anti—Gay
Laws Against Church
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — A
New Jersey church has lost its battle
to gain exemption from the state‘s
anti—discrimination laws but its at—
torney found some solace in the
court decision. —
The 3rd Circuit Court of Appeals
on Dec. 15 denied the Orthodox
Presbyterian Church‘s request for
preliminary injunction barring the
state from enforcing Gay and Les—
bian civil rights law against them.
But the court‘s opinion drew
praise from thechurch‘s attorney
because it includes a declaration by
a New Jersey civil—rights official
that the state did not intend to pros—.
ecute Gay and Lesbian discrimina—
‘tion cases against churches.
The Orthodox Presbyterian
Church — a conservative denomi—
nation that believes and teaches that
homosexuality, bisexuality and het—
erosexual sex outside marriage are
"grievous" sins — said the employ—
ment laws violated First Amend—
ment freedoms of religious worship.
Under 1992 amendments to New
‘Jersey anti—discrimination laws,
employers cannot discriminate
against Gays and Lesbians in hir—
ing or other employment practices.
The three—judge panel agreed
with a U.S. District Court‘s assess— —
ment that the church would not suf—
femany‘ immediate "irreparable©
2 ned
DAL aed so

harm" without the injunction, since
the church had not been sued and
because the state Division of Civil
Rights had said it did not intend to
enforce the laws against the church.
The opinion includes remarks by
Division of Civil Rights director C.
Gregory Stewart from his testimony
at district court hearings, saying the
state "does not now, has not in the
past and does not in the future in—
tend to treat or subject to (anti—dis—
crimination laws) any place of
religious worship."
The court also noted that an in—
junction would not bar organiza—
tions such as the American Civil
Liberties Union or the Lambda Le—
gal Defense Fund from suing the
church.
Church attorney Thomas S.
Neuberger said he was pleased with
the decision, saying the church has
"some protection in writing."
He characterized the church‘s
exemption as "narrow," say ing the
‘law "does not harm 99.9% of the
labor market."
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Expelled From Army
By Richard Carelli
Associated Press Writer —
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Gray threw out Pruitt‘s lawsuit,
CHICAGO (AP) — Former
t
ruling that the Army‘s decision to Republican presidential candidate
excludehomosexuals merited sub— Patrick Buchanan was named Tur—
WASHINGTON (AP) — The stantial deference. ——
§
key of the Year for 1992 by a lo—
Supreme Court on Dec. 7 refused
But the 9th U.S. Circuit Court cal chapter of the National Orga—
to kill a lawsuit against the Penta— of Appeals last year reinstated the
nization for Women.
gon by a Lesbiankicked out of the suit, ruling that Gray must decide
Buchanan was selected for his
Army Reserves.
"whether the Army‘s discrimina— "opposition to justice for women
The court let stand a ruling that tion is rationally related to a per—
and homosexuals and his represen—
had revived Carolyn "Dusty" missible governmental purpose."
tation of the far right, especially
Pruitt‘s challenge of the military‘s
Government lawyers had ar— his speech at the Republican con—
policy of ousting people who "en— gued that the regulation banning
vention ... vilifying Hillary
gage in or ... demonstrate a pro— homosexuals adequately states the
Clinton," Dana Pearl, president of
pensity to engage in homosexual government‘s purpose — that ho—
the Evanston/North Shore chapter
conduct."
—
mosexual conduct "seriously im— of NOW, said Sunday.
The court‘s action was taken pairs the accomplishment of the _
Recipients of the awards, which
without comment.
military mission" by adversely af— the chapter has given out for eight
The Los Angeles woman‘s law— fecting "discipline, good order and
years, are chosen for "particularly
yers had told the justices that the morale."
sexist statements or actions detri—
dispute "is likely to have a politi—
About 14,000 men and women mental to women."
cal resolution, due to the recent have been discharged from the
Runners—up for the award in—
presidential election."
armed services during the past 10 cluded former Navy Secretary H.
President—elect Clinton has said years because they were Gay.
. Lawrence Garrett, a symbol of the
he will rescind the military‘s ban
In the appeal acted on Dec. 7, Tailhook sexual assault scandal.
on service by homosexuals.
Bush administration lawyers told
The Stroh Brewing Co. in St.
Pruitt served in the Army from the justices that no further inquiry
Paul, Minn. also was included for
1971 until 1976, mostly as a mili— into Pruitt‘s case is needed.
advertisements featuring the _
tary recruiter. She rose to the rank
~ The government lawyers noted "Swedish Bikini Team." Female
of captain before leaving active that the Supreme Court in 1986
employees sued the brewery, say—
duty to become a Methodist min— ruled that Georgia may outlaw
ing the advertisements reinforced
ister. She then served in the Army sodomy. "If states may criminalize
an atmosphere of sexual harass—
Reserve for 10 years.
homosexual conduct based on ment there.
f
After learning of Pruitt‘s homo=. society‘s moral view that such con—
For the second consecutive
‘sexuality through a newspaper ar— duct is unacceptable," they said,
year, the group also named "Cour—
ticle, the Army gave her an honor— "then the military may consider
age" award winners. They in—
able but involuntary discharge in that moral view."
cluded Dr. Frances Conley, who
1986.
Pruitt‘s lawyers urged the court protested sexual harassment at
U.S. District Judge William to reject the government‘s appeal.
Stanford University Medical Cen—
ter; the U.S. Navy‘s Lt. Paula
AIDS Groups Urge
— Coughlin, for speaking out about
Tailhook harassment; and Cook
Walgreens Boycott
County Board President Richard
Phelan for restoring abortion ser—
ALBUQUERQUE (AP) — An states and cities that impose such vices at the county‘s largest pub—
AIDS activist group says custom— restrictions by law, so pharmacies lic hospital.
_
ers should boycott Walgreens adopt their own.
"There are other drug stores in
drugstores in Albuquerque be—
Navratilova‘s
cause it won‘t sell syringes and Albuquerque that do sell needles
and syringes to people without pre—
needles without a prescription.
Former Lover
The group, ACT UP Albuquer— — scription," said an ACT UP mem—
Sells Items
que, circulated about 1,000 flyers ber who identified himself only as
last week contending the stores‘ "Jay." "We‘re saying because of
DALLAS (AP) — Judy
policy encourages spread of the their policies that they‘re promot—
Nelson,
former lover of Martina
AIDS virus. Activists say the ing the spread of HIV infection."
King said this is the first time Navratilova, has sold jewelry, fur—
policy makes it difficult for intra—
— venous drug users to get clean, Walgreens has been targeted in the niture and art work fromher years
debate over providing needles to with the tennis superstar.
Sterile needles.
An auction in late November
IV drug users are among the intravenous drug users.
raised
more than $200,000 for Ms.
"As intravenous drug use be—
groups with the highest risk of con—
. tracting the HIV virus because they came common over the years, Nelson, 47, who left her doctor —
we‘ve felt that it was putting our husband in 1984 to live with
tend to share and reuse needles.
Walgreens spokesman Ed King pharmacists in a very difficult pro— Navratilova. The pair ended their
in Deerfield, III., said the corpora— fessional situation in dealing with relationship in a bitter court battle
tion is sensitive to the AIDS issue the person who is an addict and in Fort Worth last year.
A $46,000 dining set brought
but has a longtime corporate policy using IV drugs," King said. "And
"not to sell syringes to anyone that we also didn‘t feel that a pharmacy $6,500, a necklace with heart—
doesn‘t have a prescription for . was an appropriate place to deal shaped diamonds that retailed for
$12,000 fetched $3,250, and a pair
with that kind of patient."
them or is not receiving insulin."
of pearl and gold earrings origi—
New Mexico is not among the
nally bought for $37,000 got
6—The Triangle Journal News — January 1993
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Alive Suit By Lesbian
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Hi!Ijustwantedtosayhello.Pleasekeepmein
mindforallyourrealestateneeds.Iwouldlike
tobeyourrealestateconnection.
Thanks!
OFFICE(901)278—4380
RES.(901)744—9600
7% sT ~ DAVIES
RCE +A — LAT— @ ~RINC.§ 46
STEVESOLOMON
AffiliateBroker MLSI
54S.COOPER
MEMPHIS,TENNESSEE38104

mew

Stroh‘s Is
t

K. A. Moss, M.S.
Life Issues"

"Dealing With Gay & Lesbian

Midtown Counseling Center
1835 Union Ave., Suite 101
(901) 726—4586

$12,500.
.
"I would say if there was any
<area of the auction that went for
less than expected, it was the jew—
elry," said Nelson Garrett, owner
of the Dallas gallery where the
auction occurred. "There were
some good bargains."
Ms. Nelson had described the —
sale as a way to "trim the fat" from
her years with Ms. Navratilova.
Most details of the separation

Sliding Scale Fees _
agreement between the two
women have remained secret.
However, Ms. Nelson received a.
home they shared in Aspen, Colo.,
and later sold it for $1.1 million.
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Memphis Organizes for

Books & More for

April 25 March on DC

m

Women & Their Friends

" 930 SOUTH COOPER — (901) 276—0282
be announced soon whether groups
will spend one night or just take the
trip up. Limited scholarships will be
Monthly meetings have been available. Those interested in com—
~MERISTEM
—
scheduled to plan for the April 25 ing up earlier may participate in lob—
March on Washington. Committees bying during the week before and a
have been formed to coordinate dis— large variety of events taking place
Auucal
— seminating information, obtaining Friday, Saturday and Sunday sur—
transportation, raising funds to assist rounding the March.
those with limited resources, and shar—
Action Statement
INVENTORY SALE
ing accommodations. Interested
for the March
people will join in a unified effort to
The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
represent Memphis and the Mid— Transgender movement recognizes
Wed., Jan. 6 — Sun., Jan. 10
South at this nationwide event. The that our quest for social justice links
— meetings will be held on the first us fundamentally to the struggles
Monday of each month in a down— against racism, sexism, class bias,
20%—50% OFF
stairs meeting room at the Main Li— economic injustice, and religious in—
brary, Peabody at McLean, at 7 p.m. tolerance. We must realize if one of
Other necessary committee meetings us is oppressed, we are all oppressed.
SELECTED ITEMS
will be scheduled then. Information The diversity of our movement re—
about local efforts may be obtained quires and compels us to stand in op—
Welook forward to seeing you!
at Meristem Books, Mid—Town Hair, position to all forms ofoppression that
\
and the MGLCC.
&
diminsh the quality of life for all
The Memphis chapter of the Na— people. We will be vigilant in our
tional Organization for Women has determination to rid our movement
spiration was derived from a random
pledged its support toward transpor— and our society of all forms ofoppres—
— drawing of personal classifieds from
LIFE RESOURCE
tation to Washington the weekend of sion and exploitation, so that all of us
such publications as The Memphis
the March. A bus will be leaving from can develop to our full human poten—
CORP. OF ARK.
Flyer, The Advocate, Drummer,
the Memphis area and persons wish— tial without regard to race, religion,
Straight To Hell, and BigApple Dyke
ing to ride may sign up at the January sexual orientation/identification, iden—
"LIVING BENEFITS"
News, were displayed in the Ware—
meeting, or at one of the three loca— tity, gender and gender expression,
house Studio on Tennessee Street.
tions mentioned above. Buses from ability, age and/or class.
The invitational exhibit featured
other areas will also be going. It will
works produced by 27 designers, ar—
chitects, writers, and studio artists.
New Things at MGLCC
The reception, a benefit for Friends — —
For Life, raised $1600 for the organi—
The new year brings new people, activities already scheduled for Janu—
zation. L.D. Begthol and Larry
new activities, and a new direction to ary are a coming—out group on Satur—
Buxbaum organized the affair.
the Memphis Gay and Lesbian Com— day afternoons at 5:00, an additional
munity Center. At its December meet— potluck on the first Saturday of the
For additional information or an application, write or call:
ing, the executive board nominated month at 7:00, and a Hot Dog Social
Gay, Lesbian,
six new members.: Paula Womack on the second Sunday on the month
Gil Gilbreath
(secretary) Ethan Pruett (vice—presi— at 2:00. The regular activities are go— and Bisexual
dent), Susan Johns, John Prowett, ing strong: Third Saturday Potluck,
P.O. Box 1058
Vets To Meet
Miki Zulewski, and Charlie Friedman
Friday Night Videos, HIV testing, the
Forrest City, AR 72335
The Memphis chapter of the Gay,
(at—large members). The board also Youth Group, and the Phone Corps.
(501) 633—0554
nominated Michael Schiefelbein, See the Triangle Journal‘s Calendar Lesbian and Bisexual Veterans of
vice—president since June, as presi— (Memphis Edition only) for all the America will begin meeting twice a
month starting with the January meet—
dent. Womack and Schiefelbein re— details, or call the Gay and Lesbian
ing. The afternoon meetings will con—
place the resigning secretary, David Switchboard provided by the Center.
SUSAN MACKENZIE
tinue
at the Memphis Gay and
Jeffers, and president, Bill Hanley.
The New Year‘s goal for the Cen—
;
The new members will expand the ter is growth in four ways: 1) fuller Lesbian Community Center at 2:00
board from five to nine members and use of the Center by more of the Gay pm on the second Saturday of the
change the composition from all—male and Lesbian community; 2) greater month. A second meeting for those
to three women and six men. The elec— awareness of the Center‘s services; 3) working during the day or unable to
tion will take place at the Center on an increase in revenue; and 4) greater come to the center will be held at 7:00
Friday, Jan. 8 at 6:00 pm. The public involvement of members in the pm at 1517 Court, Suite #4.
The group is drafting a letter to
is welcome.
_
Center‘s organizational structure. As
A newly created board of directors shown by the new members and ac— President—elect Bill Clinton remind—
will also lead the Center, including a tivities, the Center is on its way to ing him of his promise to support
Gays/Lesbians/Bisexuals in the Mili—
Director of Fundraising Bill Johns, reaching these goals already.
Director of — Membership Charlie
Ofcourse, the community can also tary and offering support and help
Friedman, Director of the Newsletter look forward to the events tradition— with this task. They are also forming a
Charles Butler, Director of Switch— ally sponsored by the Center, the an— group to participate in the National
board Michael Einspanjer, and Direc— — nual boat ride during Gay Pride Week, March on Washington in April and to
tor of Volunteers John Prowett. and a Winter Gala like the Mardi Gras be a part ofthe Memphis ‘93 Pride Week
Directorships still to be filled are Di— Reunion Ball. —Submitted by MGLCC events.
John Prowett was on a WHRK (K—
rector of Activities, Director of Pub—
97) talk show several weeks ago
lic —Relations,
Director
of Nice Boys Raise
speaking on the topic of Gays and
Maintenance, and Librarian. Anyone
Lesbians in the Military. Although
interested in a directorship or commit—
Money from Art
some calls were negative, most calls
tee membership should contact
were supportive, he said.
Michael Schiefelbein, 278—7690.
The opening night of "Adult Con—
For more information, call the Gay
A new program plan includes re— temporary Fiction—Personal Ads/
citals, high teas, poetry and story read— Artists‘ Responses," produced by the and Lesbian Community Center at
ings, an art showing, a Las Vegas art group Nice Boysfrom Good Fami— 726—1547 or write GLBVA, c/o John
Night, and a smoke—free dance. New lies, brought out almost 500 people Prowett, 1517 Court Street, Suite #4,
Memphis, TN 38104—2402.
to view the exhibit Dec. 4.
—Submitted by GLBVA
8—The Triangle Journal News — January 1993 .
Over thirty pieces of art, whose in—
By Vincent Astor
TJN Staff Writer

AttorneyLAt Law

Ross & Mackenzie
Suite 3310
100 N. Main Street
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
901
—

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
United Churches of Christ
'

....

An Open and Affirming Congregation.
234 S.Watkins 278—6786

Sunday School 10 AM Worship 11 AM

Prime—Timers
Prime—Timers, Memphis: a social
and support group for Gay men over
Lesbian Pride Week ‘93
45 and their friends is having its fourth
meeting on Saturday, Jan. 16th at the
At the December meeting of the
Pride Committee
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Commu—
Memphis Gay/Lesbian Community
nity Center.
Center, there was a discussion of Gay/ Announces Logo
According to organizer John
Lesbian PrideWeek events. John
Contest
© Prowett, the membership is growing
Prowett and Rusty Slesinger are co—
and he encourages interested people
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian
chairing the 1993 Pride Week Com—
Pride Committee has announced to attend. The group meets on the third
mittee.
Eight days of events are planned plans for a contest for the design of Saturday of each month at the Mem—
phis Gay and Lesbian Community
including the annual River Ride and the 1993 Pride logo.
The deadline for the contest is the Center for about an hour and a half
picnic, but with lots of extras.
beginning at 2:00 pm.
Volunteers are needed for thevari— March meeting of the Committee.
Prime—Timers is planning several
Send or drop off ideas for the ‘93
ous committees. If you would like to
get involved, please attend the next logo at the Memphis Gay and Les— socials and discussions on its partici—
pation in the National March on
meeting of the committee at the Mem— bian Community Center.
An independent panel of judges Washington and the Memphis 1993
phis Gay and Lesbian Community
Center on Sunday, Jan. 2 at 2 p.m. will select the winning logo, the theme Gay/Lesbian Pride Week.
Newcomers can join Prime—Tim—
Memphis will be working with Ox— for which is "Together in Unity." The
logo will be used on T—shirts, ker— ers by calling the Memphis Gay and
ford, Miss.; Nashville, Knoxville, and
Lesbian Community Center at 276—
Little Rock on co—ordinating and chiefs, and buttons.
The winner will receive a T—shirt 4651 or John Prowett at 726—1547.
suuporting each others‘ Pride Month
which will also entitle the bearer to
—Submitted by Prime—Timers
events.
MGLCC To Stage Gay &

For more information on helping
with the celebration of 24 years of lib—
eration and pride, unity, and diversity,
call Rusty at 274—1273 or John at 726—
1547
—Submitted MGLCC

reduced prices at all Pride events. The
winner will also be presented at the
Awards Banquet.
—Submitted by the Gay & Lesbian
Pride ‘93 Committee

Integrity Memphis Third
Largest in Country

Country Moving
Southern Country, the country—
— western dance club, is moving its base
of operations from Chaps to Reflec—
tions (92 N. Avalon) beginning in
January. Another change is that the
Wednesday dance night at WKRB
has been temporarily cancelled.
Each Tuesday and Friday at 8:00
pm, the club will be holding its coun—
try—western dance lessons for anyone
interested in participating. Organizers °
— invite both men and women to come
out and dance.
—Submitted by Southern Country
Bring Your Art Out <—~~ |
Of The Closet & Into :g

The Memphis Lambda Men‘s
Chorus presented its third annual
Christmas concert, La Féte de Noél,
Dec. 20 in the sanctuary of Calvary
Episcopal Church before an audience
of 125.
The Sunday afternoonevent began

with moving opening remarks by
Chorus President Tom Roden
dedicating the concert to his deceased
partner Lanny Phillips and all people
who have died of AIDS. The Chorus
then opened its festival of Christmas
music with the lively "Rejoice & Sing
Noel!"
A complex and beautiful
arrangement of Franz Beibl‘s "Ave
Maria‘‘ followed featuring the trio of

section. Or search the country for your type of
guy in one of our specialty categorles of
"talking personals."

ating)
RIENDSHIP (non—d
RMS
EMLITARYIUNlFO
.
YOUNG/UNDER 25
PHONE FRIENDS
INEXPERIENCED
BODYBUILDERS
RELATIONSHIPS
BLACK GUYS
TVS/X—DRESS _
MARRIED/BIF
WRESTLERS
COUPLES
LEATHER
LATINS
ASIANS
BEARS
HAIRY
HIV+

PM t Py i

The USA‘s Ten Largest
Integrity Chapters
New York
San Francisco
Memphis
Atlanta
Houston
Baltimore (tie)
Western Massachusetts (tie)
Washington
Chicago
0. Rochester

"We Care"
(615) 269—5318

Chorus‘ Christmas Treat
Reviewed By BobDumais

Gay Phone Personals
Meet the boy hext door in our local Tennessee

5/min.
1—:900—454—3325 $1.2
Must be 18; Touch—tone Required; PEI, P.O. Box 19149, Wash DC 20036

s 10 go

Recently, Kim Byham, Director of
the National Chapter of Integrity, sent
a letter ofcongratulations to Integrity/
Memphis for becoming the third larg—
est Integrity Chapter. Mr. Byham is
also a past president of Integrity .
Integrity/Memphis has just cel—
ebrated its first anniversary. Integrity
is a Gay and Lesbian support organi—
zation for Episcopalians. The Mem—
phis chapter is based at Calvary
Episcopal Church.
Integrity has co—sponsored a Sym—
posium on Human Sexuality, has pro—
vided a Christian setting for Gays and
Lesbians to meet, and is in the pro—
cess of establishing a visitation min—
istry to those who suffer from AIDS.
Integrity has also been a social min—
istry which has given many people an
opportunity to make new friendships
and to come together with those
friends in social activities and in wor—
ship.

Southern

TENNESSEE

Glenn Jones, Whitney Smith and Jay
Pontius. Later in the concert, Glenn
Jones was also the featured soloist on
"Mary Had A Baby," a highlight of
‘the Sunday afternoon event.
Other highlights of the Féte
included excellent performances of
such traditional carols as "Good
Christian Men, Rejoice!," "O Come
All Ye Faithful," a sweet and delicate
version of "What Child Is This,"
"Angels We Have Heard On High,"
"I Saw Three Ships," "Carol of the
Bells," and the ever popular "Silent
Night" in a very lovely arrangement.
On the not—so—traditional front, the
Lamba Men‘s Chorus sang a light—
hearted number entitled "No Well, No
Well!" about the Three Kings‘
fruitless search for water on their

the

Edition Gallery
ART & CUSTOM FRAMING
826 S. Cooper
722—5501
_
COOPER—YOUNG DISTRICT
journey following the Star of
Bethlichem.
Handel‘s "Hallelujah Chorus"
brought the audience to its feet with a
standing ovation for the group. An
encore of "We Wish You A Merry
Christmas" concluded a very
enjoyable festival of song.
The Chorus is conducted by Don
Greisheimer and was accompanied in
concert by Dr. J. Kienzle.
The sanctuary of Calvary
Limited

CRAZY
CoOWBOYI # }
2311 Franklin Road — Nashville, Tennessee 37204
January 19
NASHVILLE CARES NIGHT
CHECK OUR BOARD FOR
DAILY SPECIALS
Episcopal provided an appropriately
seasonal setting for this holiday
concert. A reception in the Great Hall
ofthe church followed.
The Lambda Men‘s Chorus
continues to improve with every
concert, and deserves increased

support from the Gay and Lesbian
community of Memphis. Be sure to
watch for the next performance and
make plans to attend. You won‘t be
disappointed!
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‘HIV Concentration Camp‘ Remains
Despite Complaints
By Richard Cole
Associated Press Writer
GUANTANAMO NAVAL
BASE, Cuba (AP) — What critics call
the world‘s first HIV concentration
camp has grown up despite com—
plaints from federal health officials,
military officers, and advocates of the
Haitians refugees confined behind
‘rolls of concertina wire.
~ Unlike tens of thousands of Hai—
tians sent back to their homeland, the
277 men, women and children kept
at Guantanamo Naval Base‘s Camp
Bulkeley have recognized claims to
political asylum. Many were govern—
ment officials or political supporters
of ousted President Jean—Bertrand
Aristide.
——
But they also have something that
leaves them in legal limbo — tests
showing they are HIV positive and
thus "excludable" from the U.S.
At a cost to the United States of
$55 million, they have lived up to a
year or more jammed in crowded huts
— with only hanging sheets to give them
— privacy, and nothing but screens be—
tween their beds and the rain.
"We have done nothing wrong, but
every morning we wake up to look at
this," says Rosenick Jean, 23, sitting
in the shade of a hut and gesturing to—
ward barbed wire fences and guard

Many will, doctors agree. But even
towers. "This is no way for Christians
the U.S. Public Health Service has
:to live."
expressed worries that the existence
Her captors seem to agree.
The Haitians have a strong attach— of Camp Bulkeley is damaging the
ment to the outgoing base com— health both of the ill Haitians and non—
mander, Col. Stephen Kinder, who HIV family members confined with
a
— closed a punishment stockade used for them.
"Housing so many immunosup—
© discipline, cleaned up the site and
even put cable television in one cen— pressed individuals in close proxim—
ity to one another in a camp
ter.
os
Surrounded by women and chil— environment presents substantial risks
dren during a news media tour, Kinder for infection and potential for uncon—
— learned recently thatthe Immigration trolled sustained transmission of in—
and Naturalization Service had re— fectious disease," said a March 25
fused his plea to send four Haitians letter from Dr. James Mason, assis—
with full—blown AIDS to the United tant secretary for health, to INS Com—
§
States. Military doctors here say they missioner Gene McNary.
Mason‘s staff saidthat as far as
have no facilities to treat advanced
they can determine, the INS never
cases.
—"I don‘t understand why they de— replied to the letter.
Dr. Paul Effler of the National
nied it, but INS denied the four,"
Kinder said, holding a sleeping 2— Centers for Disease Controlissued the
year—old in his arms. If it were up to same warning, calling the concentra—
him, the commander said, the camp tion of infected people "a potential
public health disaster."
would be shut down.
:
Dr. Hal Hill, Camp Bulkeley‘s in—
INS spokesman Duke Austin in
Washington said he knew nothing of fectious disease specialist, echoed the
the denials. But, obviously irritated, he civilian officials‘ concern. _
"Is it a good idea in general? No,"
added there was no reason Guantanamo
said Hill.
;
couldn‘t keep AIDS sufferers. —
Doctors and aides have aggres—
"We have no policy allowing
people with AIDS to come enter the sively medicated and counseled camp
residents to keep infections to a mini—
United States for treatment," Austin
snapped. "They‘re going to die any— mum, he noted. But the doctor ac—
knowledges that well under half of
way, aren‘t they?"

those prescribed AZT and other
_ "We feel sad. We would usually
AIDS—fighting drugs areactually tak— be with our families and friends for
ing them — and condom supplies Christmas," he says. "But here we are
don‘t seem to be dwindling rapidly.
in prison — an HIV prison."
In New York, attorneys for the
Haitians are fighting at various levels Norway Proposes
— including the U.S. Supreme Court
— to have the Haitians treated as if Marmriage—like
they were on American soil. Their
Contract For Gays
attorney, Michael Ratner of the Cen—
ter for Constitutional Rights, said a —
OSLO, Norway (AP) — The gov—
broader issue is involved, however.
"The United States should never ermment proposed a law Dec. 17 that
set up a camp for HIV—positive would allow Gays and Lesbians to ce—
people," he said. "It‘s illegal, inhu— ment their relationships with a contract
mane and immoral. There should similar to the one that legalizes marriage.
The minister of children and fami—
never be a camp in which people are
behind barbed wire simply because lies, Grete Berget, said she hoped Par—
«liament would adopt the law next year.
they have a health problem."
It would allow homosexuals to reg—
Camp President Michel Vilsaint,
ister
their partnerships with a notary pub—
28, walking down a dusty road past
the concertina wire, says the Haitians lic, in much the same way that
are being confined not because of their heterosexual couples do in a civil cer—
emony. .
own actions, but because of U.S. policy
The Gay couples would have the
to exclude HIV—positive refugees. —
"We are political prisoners," he rights and obligations of a married
says. "We are being treated like we couple, except for adopting children and
are prisoners of war. We need to get being married in a church.
Homosexuality was illegal in Nor—
out ofhere."
The HIV exclusion embitters and way just 20 years ago. Other Scandina—
frustrates the Haitians. A month ago, vian countries already recognize Gay
two men attempted suicide in a single relationships. In 1989, Denmark was the
day, one by slicing his throat, then first country in the world to allow ho—
mosexuals to marry. Danish homosexu—
attempting to hang himself.
President—elect Clinton‘s softer als marry in civil ceremonies, but may
policy toward Haitian immigrants is not adopt children.
Cohabiting Gays in Sweden fall un—
a glimmer of hope, says Munir
der
the same rules as heterosexuals who
Coulanges, 25. But the prospect of
live together. Unmarried couples may
«ending another year at Camp Bulkeley
not adopt children in Sweden.
has darkened the residents‘ spirits.

MEMPHIS
AT PLAY
AFTER HOURS

Call
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for

Details

Carpe Diem; Carpe Annum!
The whole world is changing,
from the White House to my
house. Seize the day; seize the
year!

of one of these "Club Nights". If
anyone has an event, game or
what—have—you that you have al—
ways wanted to see or try at a club
night, here‘s your chance. It is also
a chance for all five clubs to vie
for recognition in excellence in
fun, carnivalesque pastimes. Call
Doug for details.
Not to forget, Chaps will also
be serving Christmas dinner and
will be open for large screen view—
ing of the ball games on New
Year‘s Day.
—
Not to be outdone, the Hut of—
fers Christmas din—
ner, and Christ—
mas break—
fast _ as
well! Eat!
Eat!
We did
wonder
quietly to
ourselves
about the
MGLCC last
month. It seems
to be taking off like a rocket
with more scheduled events than
ever before. Many new groups are
meeting in the space and one can
acquire something to munch an in—
creasing number of times per
month. New faces appear with
regularity, one can hear in there
and see in there. If one prefers to
meet people and have conversa—
tions removed from alcohol, this
is a good place to try.
No Open House this year, you
should‘ve come to the Birthday |
Party.
Check the article about the
plans for the April March on
Washington. A Remembrance
Weekend isbeing planned for Feb—
ruary. We enjoyed the half dozen —
beloved faces at the last meeting.
It was more wonderful to see so
many new ones.

_
Who even remembers the bit—
ter rivalries of businesses which
were the talk of the town ten years
ago? Who really gives a damn
whose beer bust was cheaper?
Even people who were around
then have difficulty remembering
who owned which saloon. The sa—
loons too have disappeared.
The performers are remem—
bered because they entertained.
The activists are remembered be—
cause they wrote. The battles
which they fought, won or lost

COMMUNITY CENTER
JANUARY BENEFIT

Vacant Maunderings —
Department
We are given to understand that
Leather Lines will return under a
different author in February.
Yes, we went to the prevue of
Amnesia. We are watching the
improvements with great pleasure.
It is much brighter outside than in
most other secluded locations.
were news and were chronicled.
There is a handy traffic light for
The charity benefits
exiting on the Poplar Ave. side but
are remembered
the bar is also accessable from the
b e ca us e
Walnut Grove side (look for the
someone
Ramsey‘s Florist sign). Which
street the sign—to—be will face is yet
to be determined. Sign? Sign? So
they say. The dance room is enor—
mous, the ceiling is high enough
for spaciousness and the little
video room has fascinating
wallcovering. We are promised
that the Gallery Bar will be sound—
proof and music kept to a conver—
sational level. This area, just to the
right of the pleasant and brightly
lit foyer, has a view of the future
patio and wet area (did someone
say Dancing Waters?). Miss
Kincaid has already wrecked one
home after a tete—a—tete in the park—
ing lot; this one loses no time nor
gathers any moss. Their prevue
gether when things got tough. For
raised $500 for Friends For Life.
And they opened despite all the
hassles. Do invest in some mirrors.
boro it has be—
Thanks to all the Nice Boys
come now.
From Good Families for the
r
Ta,ta.
$1,600 donation to Friends For
Lady A.
Life and to all those millions of
performers who raised over $1,100
to go toward Living Rooms. We
had not been in such a successful
Drag—A—Thon in a long time. It was
also a pleasure to share the stage
with Lorretta Williams and Fancy
Goodman who are willing to come
"Aud co good
out of retirement for a good cause.
Pageant Recap
Not to forget everyone else, not
Miss Grand Diva of Mem—
we, but there were just too damn phis—Sharita Whiteside
many to remember. It was also
Mr. and Miss Newcomer—
poignant to once again see some Dexter St. John and Miss Ashley
familiar faces in TheElectricBlan— Golden
ket at Brooks Museum but, as with
In January:
the Quilt, we left them in good
Mr. & Miss BluffCity, Dec. 27,
company.
Apartment Club; Miss Tri—State, _
MID—TOWN
The Pipeline will again serve Jan. 10, Apartment Club.
Christmas dinner in the afternoon
There isn‘t much else going on,
on Christmas Day. Their New at least to hear people talk.
Year‘s Eve dinner will be prime
rib with all the trimmings, with
Final Round
wine. More festivities will follow
In the final analysis, who will
(it‘sin the ad). Dennis and Doug be remembered most fondly?
are also planning a GDI Leather Those that engaged in bar wars or
| David Jeffers
Fun Night later in January. A do— those that engaged in human rights
nation will be made to charity from activism? Those who sought to
(901) 278—2199
this evening. This means, children, divide the community by nasty talk
that one does not have to belong and squabbles or those who
to a club to join in the organizing opened to all?

ﬁningje ts
note them.
Fifty years
from now
they will be
on a library
— shelf or in a mi—
crofilm archive.
I promise you, when all the —
facets finally fall offthe mirror
ball, the memories will survive
from the come together times, not
the squabbly separated ones.The
past that older Gays and Lesbians
mourn was the time when every—
body knew everybody and the
close—knit community hung to—

one individual or everybody. The
rest will be at best an aside, and at.
worst the colossal

MEMPHIS GAY & LESBIAN

THURSDAY, JANUARY 14
—

REFLECTIONS
SHOWTIME: 10:00 PM

FEATURING

%

§

l 6
f
l 5)
&ast (COUNT ‘EM)
aat
. PERFORMERS

INCLUDING TWO MALE STRIPPERS:!!

_ COVER $4
:
SUPPORT MGLCC AND HAVE A GREAT TIME!

Massage by Dave

Swedish ° Sports * Shiatsu
— Licensed & Experienced —
IN or OUT Calls

_

Dave Everitt

327—4513

(Peabody Hotel)

529—4161

on the ccaltg."
—Fester Addams

HAIR
Hairstyling 4 All of Us

1926 Madison at Tucker
(across from Huey‘s)
Memphis, Tennessee 38104

£

;
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To Downtown MemphisT

[

1474 Madison » (901) 2784313

Bellevue

‘eny uosiSjop

Barbara‘s

Q

§

F

®

1.

6

Cleveland St.

McNeil

Amnesia

©

McNeil

2. Apartment Club
3. Barbara‘s
4. Chaps

Businesses and
Othef Points otnlmerest

Q

agrugrgciis for Life
C Ga ff bi
.

N. Avalon

£
6. ~J—
J.Wag‘s
7. Menage .
8. Oops
9. Pipeline
10. Reflections

Belvedere

D.
E.
g
g

7

11. WKRB

Uypsy‘s
"Elegance For Less"
2613 Broad
Hours: 1:00 — 4:00 Tuesday—Friday
10:30 — 5:00 Saturday
(901) 454—0386

miséﬂ‘ air

stgr Snatch Video
.
Video Magic
K. Gypsy‘s S
L. Limited Edition Gallery

®
&

3
5
«@

Lesbian
Gay
Community Center
Holy Trinity Church
Lambda Center
LlPranv tig,

L

McLean Blvd.

Also by Appointment
Vintage Fashions & Furnishings

2|
&
®

Z
®

Tucker
S
g
>
©

?
5
p

&
&

g
>
®

+
®

|.

Evangelical
Affirmative
Interfaith

Dayspring Christian
Fellowship
=
For Prayer, Counseling
of Info Call: (615) 227—1448

yi

Map Not to Scale — Not All Streets Shown

yhe? s

TC
lﬂasth

Good News for |
Everyone

C“)

24—Hour Dial A Devotional
Free, (615) 780—8415

sefdog

East Parkway

Strength — For — Living

i

—

N. Claybrook

(1)

5. The Hut

L*
*
x

G)

Clubs and Bars
—

102 North Cleveland
(901) 725—987 2

120—B South 11th St.
P.O. Box 68073
Nashville, TN 37206

E
&
3
3

7

Mikey & Bill‘s

We buy, sell or trade

Dy Thomas Blvd.

** *X ** k * X* rk # X k%
cs
*
(~

TAR

Memphls.Largest

gARCH
Collection of
[|RAI®P]S®J] Gay & Lesbian Films
C
»usomamave Special Interest Section
(901) 272—7827

%

*
*
x
v

x
¥
x
ve
*
r
Reservations Accepted *
Kx
j
#
i'ik‘k‘fkikvkﬁ'ﬁ’ﬁ’sﬁr‘kﬁ‘k‘fkﬁ'kﬁkﬁrﬁ‘kﬁ‘kﬁ

Memphis
—

Gay

Switchboard
111 North Claybrook
(901) 726—4767
Home of Wings

728—GAYS
7:30 — 11:00
Nightly

HK

_

Information,
Counseling,
Referral

OoPS

1349 Autumn — (901) 272—1634
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1680 Madison
Memphis, TN 38104
901—725—1745

A Service of the
Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community Center
Space donated as a public service of
the Triangle Journal News.

Bring in this ad for a FREE RENTAL from . .

1

DOLLS AND BEARS

"The best video store in Memphis by
common consen

t" *

SPECIAL ORDERS

with TWO PAID RENTALS of equal value.

152922,000
Union MAGICf
726—6344
NoMOVIES
t go d on Super Nintendo or

|

Handcrafted Porcelain Dolls

) VIDEO

*The Helmsman 8—8:91

Sega

Metro

And Teddy Bears
Doll Repair —

(901) 386—8625

March Meeting

News

Monday January 4
for all those interested in the

Nashville‘s Newest
World‘s Largest Adult

Doll Making Classes

Clothes

Bookstore

Washington
Main Library, Peabody and McLean
7 PM—Meeting Room B downstairs

1993 March on

822 Fifth Avenue, South
Nashville, Tennessee
Telephone: (615) 256—1310
OPEN 24 Hours

Memphis Calendar Jandary 1993
Tuesday
cem
Mpe ber 29_|

Monday
[|December 28

Sunday
December 27

* Southern
Country Dance
Lessons, 8pm

n WCh urch,
h
ommu
y TrigI
EzHOI
Sunday School,

9:45am, Worship
Services, 11am,

Wednesday

Thursday

| Cotton Pickin‘
* MGLCC Board
Squares, Prescott
Meeting, MGLCC,
Memorial Bapt.,
—~| 6pm
7pm
* Video Night,
MGLCC, 7:30pm,
"Murder By Death"
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Reflections, 8pm
6
7
"‘"g

* Gay Veterans,
|MGLCC, 2pm
* Talk Show Hour,
MGLCC, 4pm,
"Gays & the
Military"
| Coming Out
Support Group,
MGLCC, Spm
""o

Decemberéo'
|J — Bible Study, Holy

E| December31
I NEW YEAR‘S
EVE

Trinity Community

R| Church, 7:30pm

* Feast For Friends, « Southern Country
Call: 272—0855 for
Dance Lessons,
information
Reflections, 8pm
« March On
Washington
Meeting, Main
~
Library, Downstairs,
7pm

s

4

* Holy Trinity
Community Church,
Sunday School,
9:45am, Worship

2

|— Free HIV Testing,
Call for Info
576—7714
* Youth Group,
MGLCC, 7pm
» Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community
Church, 7:30pm

5
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Reflections, Spm

Services, 11am,
6:30pm

|» Free HIV Testing,
Call for Info
|576—7714
* Youth Group,

MGLCC 2pm
* Miss Tri State,
Apartment ClupI O

®
13

12

* Holy Trinity
Community Church,
Sunday School,
9:45am, Worship
Services, 11am,
6:30pm

MARTIN LUTHER
|< Integrity/Memphis,
KING
Calvary Episcopal,
CELEBRATION
Monthly Healing
|« Feast For Friends, service, 5:30pm;
Call: 272—0855 for
Dinner, 6:30pm—$3;
information
Meeting, 7pm
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Reflections,
17
1 8| som
19

* Holy Trinity
Community Church,
Sunday School,
9:45am, Worship
Services, 11am,
6:30pm

* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Reflections, 8pm

* Holy Trinity
Community Church
Sunday School,
9:45am, Worship
Services, 11am,
6:30pm

—

25

26

* Copy & Ad Deadline « Prime—Timers,
for Feb ‘93 TJN
MGLCC, 2pm
|* Video Night,
* Talk Show Hour,

_MFG'-C°' zinc”?
+ MGLCC Benefit,‘ 2 222“
ens
Reflections
j éouihem Country

Trinity Community

Dance Lessons,

Church, 7:30pm

Reflections, Bpm
1s

14

* Video Night,
7:30pm,
"Black Sunday"
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Reflections, 8pm

Free HIV Testing, | Cotton Pickin‘
Call for Info
Squares, Prescott
576—7714
Memorial Bapt.,
* Youth Group,
7pm
MGLCC, 7pm
|
* Bible Study, Holy I

* Feb ‘93 TJN Due
Out.
* Video Night,
MGLCC, 7:30pm,
"Law of Desire"
_

|

|
27]

28

]MGLCC, 4pm,
"Safe Sex Orgies

Next to Warehouse Two .
2525 Franklin Road
Nashville, Tennessee
We make to order
Fresh Deli
Sandwiches
Low Price cigarettes,
gum, breath mints,
and beer
We appreciate your business!
Phone (615) 297—8775

(Straight, Gay,
Bisexual)‘

® Potluck, MGLCC,
7pm
1s|‘"
16

+ Free HIV Testing, |+ Cotton Pickin‘
Call for Info
Squares, Prescott
576—7714
Memorial Bapt.,
* Youth Group,
7pm
MGLCC, 7pm
* Spirituality
* Bible Study, Holy (Discussion Group,
Trinity Community
MGLCC, 7pm
Church, 7:30pm
f
f
20]
21

Trinity Community
Church, 7:30pm
24)

| Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Memorial Bapt.,
7pm

MGLCC, 7pm
* Bible Study, Holy

* Hot Dog Day,

Saturday
— Talk Show Hour,
MGLCC, 4pm,
"Gays & Estranged
Parents"
|« Coming Out
Support Group,
MGLCC, Spm
_.
| Potluck, MGLCC,
7pm
2

City, Apartment Club
* Holy Trinity
Community Church,
Sunday School,
9:45am, Worship
Services, 11am,
6:30pm

Friday
j;) NEW YEAR‘S DAY
* Pizza Night,
MGLCC, 6pm
* Video Night,
MGLCC, 7:30pm,
"Madchen In
Uniform"
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Reflections, 8pm 1

* Talk Show Hour,
MGLCC, 4pm,
"New York Schools
Gay Lessons"
*+ Coming Out
Support Group,
MGLCC, Spm
* Memphis Phone
Corps,
22IMGLCC, 6pm 23

* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Reflections, 8pm

|< Talk Show Hour,
MGLCC, 4pm,
"Fired Cracker
Barrel Employees"
| Coming Out

Support Group,
MGLCC, 5pm
* Potluck, MGLCC,
7pm
29)‘
so

FRIENDS FOR LIFE
HIV RESOURCES
321 BELLEVUE
P.O. BOX 40389
MEMPHIS, TN
38174—0389

278—AIDS
Information, Referrals,
Client Services,
Support Groups,
Food Pantry
A public service of the Triangle Journal News

31
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What‘s What — And How!
By Miss Geraldine
The Old Tea Bag
Hey, hey, girls! We‘ve got one
\ festive New Year‘s coming our
way, honey! Be sure to make
your rounds at all the hot spots
you can stand before settling
— down to ring in the New Year at
your favorite club. If you plan
on doing some major partying,
make any travel arrangements
other than driving yourself.
We‘ve already heard the police
will be at more strategic —
locations to catch DUI
~ offenders. I guess that
means no Krystal‘s or
Perkins when the bars @
close. Usually on New
Year‘s a taxi company
offers free rides home,
so ask your favorite
bartender about it.
Hats off to the Cabaret for
hosting "A Very Special
Christmas" PLWA benefit.
Various performers including
Victoria Diva, Kelly Collins,
Raquel Scott, Jazzmyn, Rikki
Divine, Tina Louise, Santa Claus
and more all performed in hopes
of raising as much money as
possible to buy rather expensive
gifts (TVs, radios, etc.) for
Nashville CARES clients who
may no longer have them.
Phil Thomas, co—host, began
the show with a brief speech on
how AIDS has touched all of our
lives, giving a personal
experience of losing his brother.
~He also read a list of names of
friends and performers who had
danced on the stage behind him
whose battles have come to an
end. They were able to raise
$500 to purchase the gifts.
Good news to 18—, 19— and 20—
year—olds and those who love
them...if you haven‘t heard yet,
you young uns can go to the

Cabaret on Sundays with a
sponsor. Now if you haven‘t
experienced Karaoke, you have
to check it out as least once! It‘s
loads of fun and you can get into
it every Wednesday night at the
Cabaret. If any of you would
care to enjoy some free pizza
while you play pool free, you
need to head over between 8 and
midnight.
&
Now let‘s talk about what‘s
happening in Fairy Hill, err,
Berry Hill. With Crazy
a Cowboy, The Chute,

Q Warehouse 2, The
. Center, Nashville
) CARES, Screamin‘
Pink and The Video
Place all right there,
they might as well name
it after us.
When you go over to
Warehouse 2, be sure to ask
Steve, the doorman, what he was
doing on his knees in frontof
J.R. The bar was still open too,
and they were right there by the
exit.
Let us tell you now we have
found out that some things that
were implied about one of
Nashville‘s favorite female
impersonators were completely
untrue. She is one who is loved
by many and very deserving of
the respect she receives. From
her stage presence to her
compassion with PLWAs, Rita
Ross is one of a kind and as
much as Tony hates it, he hasn‘t
had any of her. If you don‘t know
Rita, just where have you been?
She a former Miss Black
America, first runner—up of Miss
USA, Miss Tennessee USA,
Miss South USA, Miss Alabama
USA, Miss Central L. USA,
Miss Ohio Valley USA, Miss
Tennessee America; and she
shows up for benefits. You can
enjoy Miss Ross‘ talents every

Tuesday when she hosts Talent them a call for more info.
World News on Fifth Ave.
Night at the Warehouse.
Screamin‘ Pink sure did
Well, girls, we hope your
Watch out for the stampede increase its movie selection. It‘s Christmas has consisted of more
when the balloons start dropping even tougher to decide which than fruitcakes, smart Clappers
at the Warehouse on New Year‘s one to get, but then again you can and Chia Pets. It‘s time for me
Eve. Various balloons will be get four movies for what it to clap off!
filled with $1000 cash and would cost you for one at some
If you have some gossip or
prizes! Don‘t know about you, other places. Most movies are events for us to discuss, send
but I‘ll be one balloon—stomping less than $20 and some a low as them to: Spilled Tea c/o
bitch, girl! So watch your toes! $9.95. And yes, they‘re all new Screamin‘ Pink, 2535 Franklin
We‘re sure New Year‘s at The movies! If you want to rent a Rd., Nashville, TN 37204 or call
Chute will be like a sardine can. movie, your out of luck at the (615) 333—0378.
They also have some other Pink. Let us recommend Video
See ya sistah!
events planned for January Inc. on Nolensville Road, Video
Miss Geraldine
including the Hollendales. Give Place on Franklin Road, or

ALL STAR CLEARANCE SALE!!!
Products with
BLUE Star

RED Star

15% Off

25%Off

GOLD Star 50%Off
T—Shirts — Movies — Boxer Shorts
Lubricant — Magazines — Novelties
Posters and More

hurich

Nashville

invites you to attend its services
Sundays at 11:00 AM and 7:00 PM
at St. Ann‘s Episcopal Church
Corner of 5th and Woodland
For more information on church activites,
call (615) 262—0922
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are all marked with a colored star
reflecting the discount to be applied.
(Offer good through 1—7—93)

LOWEST MOVIE PRICES IN THE STATE
No Used Movies Here!
Come by or write us for a free catalog —
2535 Franklin Road
Nashville, TN 37204
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can—style Gay liberation, Miller certain extent but I was also deal— women‘s movement of some
said Gay people in the emerging ing in cultures where Lesbians sort for some sense of Lesbian
nations he visited seemed more are just so invisible," he said. "I identity and community to really _
Gay And Lesbian Life
interested in legalizing marriage thought that if I had the name of emerge," he said.
between homosexuals.
a Gay man or two maybe that
In Egypt, Miller found men
By Kim I Mills
"If you live in a society where would lead to meeting some Les—
Out in the World: Gay and
are free to have homosexual re—
Associated Press Writer
marriage is the only legitimate bians in a place like Thailand or Lesbian Life From Buenos Aires
lationships, even if they are mar— —
way to do things, then to Egypt or Hong Kong. But that to Bangkok is published by Ran—
WASHINGTON (AP) — Is. ried. Few identify themselves as
legitimatize Gay relationships was not really the case."
dom House with a suggested re—
there a distinct identity among Gay or homosexual, however.
you have to get married," he ex—
Miller cited economic depen— tail price of $22.
homosexuals everywhere that (Homosexuals are the passsive
plained.
&
dency on husbands and families
defies legal restraints, ignores re— partners in sex, according to
Almost everywhere he went, and cultural pressure to marry as
ligious taboos and flouts social Egyptian men — virtually none
Miller found it very difficult to the main reasons Lesbians were
of whom would admit to ever
strictures?
locate Lesbians.
so invisible.
©
Author Neil Miller wanted to playing that role.)
"I think being a man hurt to a
"I really found you needed a
In Japan, male homosexua
know and set out on a tour of 12
far—flung countries to learn how behavior is common but politely
other homosexuals live. What he ignored, he found.
There are two options
In Hong Kong, Miller found
found was not so much a West—
of ticket packages
ermm—style "Gay identity" but a a small Gay community that was
to choose from.
wide variety of homosexual ex— concerned about reunification

Books And Authors:

—

perience — often despite hetero—
sexual marriage and sometimes
without society‘s condemnation.
Miller chronicled his discov—
eries during more than two years
of travel in the book Out in the
World: Gay and Lesbian Life
From Buenos Aires to Bangkok.
He interviewed a mix of Gay ac—
tivists and people he met at din—
ner parties, in coffee houses,
even on a park bench in Japan.
"Certainly a modern sense of
Gay identity, with kind of long—
term relationships and people
not getting married and a com—
munity based on sexual orienta—
tion —I think that‘s a pretty con—
_ temporary Western idea that you
didn‘t even find in the West 100
years ago," Miller said in an in—
terview. "In my travels I was
struck that there wasn‘t much of
a sense of Lesbian or Gay iden—
tity except what happened to be
imported from the West."
Miller also looked at the im—
pact of AIDS on the Gay popu—
lation in every country he vis—
ited. In some, such as Egypt and
Japan, the effect was negligible.
But in Thailand, which has a
reputation as the Asian center of
sex tourism, Miller found a
dance troupe that tries to educate
Gay barboys through its perfor—
mances. In Australia, the gov—
ernment funds state AIDS coun—
.cils which distribute some of the
most explicit safe—sex materials
anywhere, he said.
The other countries he visited
were Argentina, South Africa,
east Germany, Czechoslovakia,
Hong Kong, Uruguay, Denmark
and New Zealand.
What he found largely has
been uncharted up to now. While
there are Gay international travel
guides, they tend mostly to be
lists of bars, Miller says. A jour—
nalist and former editor of the
Gay Community News in Bos—
ton, Miller was after day—to—day
Gay life.
16—The Triangle Journal News — January 1993

with mainland China, slated for
1997. Lesbians were totally
separate and virtually invisible;
most were married.
"Hong Kong Gays were posi—
tively starved for Lesbian and
Gay culture — and for Gay life
in general. The major Gay male
social center seemed to be the
public bathrooms," Miller wrote.
In South Africa, he found the
formerly all—white Gay commu—
nity slowly beginning to inte—
grate. For many years, white ho—
mosexuals in cities had their own
bars, bathhouses and a monthly
newspaper while non—white ho—
mosexuals had virtually no cul—
ture of their own.
Miller attended one party in a
black township where blacks,
whites, Indians and people of
mixed races wore Hawaiian leis
and danced to American music.
Miller even interviewed an
Australian Aborigine, who said
homosexuality was accepted in
his community because kinship
was more important than sexual
orientation. However, he said,
his family treated him as though
he were a woman.
In choosing countries to visit,
Miller tried to get a taste of as
many different cultures, political
systems and religions as pos—
sible. He said he ignored West—
ern Europe because much has
been written about it. The one
Western country he visited was
Denmark, because it‘s the only
country in the world where
same—sex marriages are legal.
"I went to eastern Europe be—
cause I was interested to see how
the fall of communism had af—
fected Lesbians and Gays,"
Miller said. "It was kind of the
same approach in South Africa
— how the dismantling of apart—
heid was affecting homosexuals
there."
—
He also chose Argentina and
. Uruguay because both countries
were emerging from right—wing
military rule.
Rather than seeking Ameri—

PACKAGE ONE
Private Party

This includes the entire evening
PIPELINE‘S ‘92

of activities which will start at 5:00
p.m. and continue till 3:00 a.m.

New Year‘s Eve

First, there are the Seafood Ex—
PARTY

travaganza Appetizers from 5:30
till (shrimp, crab, scallops and
more).
Next will be a full—course Din—
ner, 7:30 to 8:30. We‘re having 10—
oz. prime rib accompanied with au
jus or horseradish sauce, bacon—
wrapped asparagus, and au gratin
potatoes, served with rolls. Wine
will be part of the dinner.
Then the rest of the evening is

A Black Tie

filled with Party Favors, Cham—
pagne, and the GRAND CELEBRA—

and

TION at Midnight. Advanced tick—
ets are advised and are $15.

Blue Jean Affair.
PACKAGE TWO
The night will include

Public Party

a variety of activities

This ticket will include all the
events and activities from8:80 p.m.

and events like

till 3:00 a.m. A cocktail party at
9:00, party favors, champagne and

NONE OTHER

the GRAND CELEBRATION at Mid—
night, all for only $10.

BEFORE!

—
Space is limited for the
Private Party and
the whole night,

PIPELINE

|

so only first come,
first served.

MEMPHIS
1382 POPLAR
(901) 726—5263

Act fast and
get your reservations
from the
PIPELINE BARTENDERS!

Events

.

f

It‘s done! Right here! Right now!
a The ONLY Place for Your NEW YEARS EVE! Party
Included: Bottle of

Champagne, Hats, Horns, Party Favors and MORE!

The Only XX Rated New Year‘s Eve Show +
with Kimberly Divine and Danielle Hunter
. OPEN: Wednesday — Sunday
Hours: 8:00 PM — 3:00 AM
WEDNESDAY: "KARAOKE" with Donna Noack, 10 pm — Until??
THURSDAY: "People‘s Choice" — Disco/Techno/Etc — Pizza
Free Pool 8:00—12:00

__

%
o_

FRIDAY & SATURDAY: "Cabaret Cast Show" — 10:00 and 12: 30

&
SUNDAY: "Sunday Showcase" —Different Every Week — 10:00 and 12:30
___. — VALID ID REQUIRED —
18—19—20 —Year Olds Welcome Sundays with Sponsor ofLegalAge. _
A¥ZH

Hayes St., Nashville, TN

/+ Phone [615] 320—7082 Call for Other Special

mo2

ay MEN & WOMEN
CAN‘T PARTY |
—__ TOGETHER?
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Boycott Group Struggling To KeepUp

Conference In Denver

With Growing Protest
DENVER (AP) — The founders
ofa group formed to spearhead a boy—
cott of Colorado to protest Amend—
ment 2 are struggling to keep up with

the growth of the campaign, which
they say has grown faster and larger
than they anticipated.
"Boy, I wish we were as organized
as people think we are," said Robert
Briggs Daniels, a 24—year—old office
clerk in Denver and a spokesman for
Boycott Colorado. "We are trying to
be an information base about the boy—
cott, but we even have trouble keep—
ing up. It really is bigger than us."
Boycott Colorado is made up of
nine people who try to work on the
boycott issue between their day jobs.
The nine got together soon after the
passage of Amendment 2 by voters
on Nov. 3 totake action against the
anti—Gay protections law.
Amendment 2, which makes un—
constitutional any laws or policies that

prohibit discrimination basedon
sexual orientation, makes Colorado —
"the first state to legalize discrimina—
tion," said group spokeswoman Terry
Schleder, who writes a Lesbian news—
letter in Denver.
Daniels and Schleder said they
field up to 30 calls a day, including
calls from organizations and busi—
nesses thinking about holding con—
ventions and travel junkets in
Colorado or who have money inter—
ests in the state.
While larger, more influential
groups such as Equality Colorado and
the National Gay and Lesbian Task .
Force in Washington, D.C. haven‘t
endorsed the boycott, they do some—
times lead callers to the small group.
But Boycott Colorado doesn‘t
claim any trophies. Although the state
already has lost an estimated $16 mil—
lion in convention, film and tourism
business, Boycott Colorado isn‘t di—
rectly responsible.

"Never heard of them," said Sara
Wallace of the National Council for
Social Studies, which canceled its
Denver convention because of the
new law.
Boycott Colorado, which has no
formal office, is trying to keep tabs
on boycott announcements and is pre—
paring a list of businesses that sup—
ported or fought the amendment, with
the intention of distributing the list to
Amendment 2 critics who can then
boycott businesses that supported its
passage.
:
The group realizes and respects its
newcomer status. Its members say
they will keep up the fightuntil they
get the results they want.
"We are going to make mistakes,"
Schleder said. "But we are getting so
much attention right now because we
have the right message. Colorado has
passed a terrible law and it must suf—
fer until it tears down that law."
Quark Executive

Ground Zero Launches
CampaignAgainst
Amendment 2
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.
(AP) — Opponents of Amendment 2
launched the formation of Ground
Zero, a pro—Gay rights group, during
a news conference in which Gays and
Lesbians wore paper bags over the
heads to hide their identities.
Members of the group said they
formed to combat what they say is the
hate sparked by the constitutional
amendment passed Nov. 3 that bars
laws protecting Gays from discrimi—
nation based on sexual orientation.
Before a crowd of about 300
people in the All Souls Unitarian
Church, organizers said the group will
identify businesses supporting the
amendment and circulate lists of those
businesses. It also plans to contact
potential convention groups and urge
them to stay away from Colorado
Springs.
The groups orgamzers also prom—
ised to increase the visibility of the
local Gay community to counteract
the myths and stereotypes perpetuated
by the Colorado Springs—based group —
Colorado for Family Values, the au—
thor of Amendment 2.
Ground Zero officials say the cam—
paign by the Springs group smeared
homosexuals as "subhuman" and that
its passage has brought increased
Gay—bashing.
In Denver, the number of hate
crimes has jumped threefold since
Nov. 3, a monitoring group has said.
Locally, Poor Richards Bookstore and
Restaurant, a business with a liberal
reputation, has suffered anti—Gay graf—
fiti, a broken window, and threaten—
_ ing phone calls.
Other plans by Ground Zero in—
clude coordinating a national Gay—
and—Lesbian—rights march in
18—The Triangle Journal News — January1993

NOW Cancels February

DENVER (AP) — The National representing homosexual rights, she
Organization for Women has canceled said.
>
plansto gather in Colorado, fearing that
NOW‘s board also adopted amo—
animosity reflected by the passage of tion to ban future meetings in the
Amendment 2 would create an atmo— state while Amendment 2 stands.
sphere hostile to their group.
The move adds the feminist group
NOW leaders are afraid to come to several organizations that have
to the state, NOW‘s Colorado coordi— declared boycotts against Colorado.
nator Connie Anderson said Nov. 22.
The latest to boycott are the Na— .
The group had planned to hold it‘s state © tional Association of Social Work— :
coordinators conference here Feb. 21— ers and the American Association of
22, according to areport in the Rocky Law Libraries, which canceled a
Mountain News.
Denver convention planned for 1998
Passage of the anti—Gay rights that likely would have brought 5,000
amendment did not directly trigger the people to Denver for a week.
cancellation, Anderson said. Rather,
Atlanta City Council members
the atmosphere that promoted the mea— have approved a measure prohibit—
sure and allowed it to prevail was be— ing government—related travel to
hind the group‘s decision, she said.
Colorado and several other cities are
"They told me there was just too reported to be considering similar
much animosity" toward homosexuals, action.
Anderson said.
Colorado Secretary of State
"NOW is kind of a symbol," she Natalie Meyer said a referendum to
said. NOW board members who met counter Amendment 2 could go on
in Washington, D.C., recently con— the election ballot in November 1993
cluded that "animosity" could spill if a valid proposal is presented.
over onto organizations perceived as

To Contribute
$1 Million To Fight
Amendment 2

DENVER (AP) —The chairman
Colorado Springs next year, having
local Gays speak at churches and and founder of Denver—based
other community sites about the Gay Quark, Inc. announced Dec. 8 he
lifestyle and lobbying minority lead— will contribute $1 million toward
ers to speak out agamst the amend— the fight against Amendment 2 in
an effort to teach people that dis—
ment.
The group has about 400 members, crimination is wrong.
"It‘s important for me, as an em—
many of whom didn‘t get involved
before the Nov. 3 election. Those who ployer, that I create a state where
spoke Dec. 17 included a Lesbian people don‘t have to feel concerned .
woman, Patricia Hewitt, who publicly they will be treated as second—class
"outed" herself by declaring her ho— citizens," Tim Gill said.
Gill said he wants the money to
mosexuality.
As a handful of people in the be used ineducating people that dis—
crowd did, she wore a paper bag over crimination is wrong in all forms,
her head. But when she rose to speak, not only against homosexuals. He
she tore it off. The crowd gave her a said the money will be divided be—
tween several organizations fight—
standing ovation.
"I have been an invisible Lesbian ing the newly passed anti—Gay
for 20 years. But I cannot remain in— protection law, but Gill said he
visible any longer. Amendment 2 has hasn‘t decided which ones yet.
"If someone lectures about what
taken away my basic civil rights," said
Hewitt, a 46—year—old software spe— it means to be Gay, they also should
cialist with Digital Equipment Corp. talk about what it means to be Black
Another Ground Zero member or Hispanic," Gill said. "America
was "straight, white, Christian—male" used to be called the ‘big melting
pot," meaning we accept these other
Rob Gordon.
"I refuse to remain silent inthe face cultures and their contributions to
of such falsehood ... such injustice ... the whole American culture."
Quark develops and markets
such intolerance. And I refuse to give
over my Bible and my Gospel to a software programs for use in news
radical fringe of Christianity that mis— rooms and other publishing ven—
uses, abuses, and perverts its message tures. It employs about 400 people
into one of condemnation and pun— worldwide, with about 300 of those
based in Denver. It has been in busi—
ishment."
f
‘Gordon advised peopleto read the ness in Denver for more than 11
last clause of Amendment 2 which years, Gill said.
bars homosexuals from claiming dis—
crimination if they lose their job or
are kicked out of a rental residence
because of their sexual orientation.
Family Values official Will
Perkins described that as a special
right. "I don‘t have a special right to
keep my job as a heterosexual. Why
should they if they are homosexual?"
he asked.

Social Studies Group

Cancels |

Denver Convention
DENVER
(AP) —Studies
The National
The Denver— based boycott
Council
for
Social
has
can—
group is encouraging all conven—
celedits 1994conventionhere,yank— tions and individual visitors to can—
:ing
a economy
potential and
$4 million
from the celof thetravelamendment.
plans to the state because
local
expandingafast—
growing
list of2. boycott groups over sociation
The American Law Library As—
Amendment
and the Coalition of Labor
Thecouncil
had
bookedspacefor
Union Women have canceled |
4,000
visitors for Nov. 10—14, 1994.to planned
conventions in Denver.
Eachconventioneerwasexpected
Most of the groups that have can—
spend $1,000 during
the five—day reconsider
celed visits here have said they will
conference,said
RichGrant,spokes—
only if Amendment 2 is
man
for
the
Denver
Convention
and
thrown out by the courts or repealed
Visitors
Bureau. which includes so— by popular
vote.
The
council,
Grant said Mayor Wellington
cial
studiesteachersatallschool
lev— Webb‘s
office is moving quickly to
els,
is
one
of
many
convention
stem the tide of boycott sentiment.
groups
to cancel
plans because of on "We‘re
working with the mayor
Amendment
2.
a letter to all convention groups,
"They‘ve
lost money
bya cancel—
booked and tentative, explaining the
ing,
but
they‘re
making
strong
situation from Denver‘s point of
statement.That‘swhatwe‘reencour—
view," he said.
aging
everyone
to
do,"
said
Terry
Analysts estimate cancellations
Schleder,spokeswoman
forBoycott
have cost the Denverarea more than
Colorado.
$10 million.
Groups Pull Together To Fight
Impact Of Amendment 2 Boycott
DENVER (AP) — Representa— caused the business community to
tives of 50 business, religious, civic grow concerned.
and political organizations are band— Several celebrities have joined
ing together to stem damage from the boycott and pledged not to
protests of the anti—Gay protection travel to Colorado, including
measure, Amendment 2.
singer—actress Barbra Streisand,
The ad hoc group met Dec. 13 at actress Whoopi Goldberg and co—
Denver

the Greater Denver Chamber of
Commerce to discuss damage—
control strategies.
"I think progress was made," said
Richard C.D. Fleming, the
chamber‘s executive director.
Passage of the measure has threat—
ened the state‘s tourism industry and

median Joan Rivers.
The Denver coalition will con—
sider possible goals of any com—
bined effort by business, religious
and other community groups, said
Ken Parks, the Greater Denver
Chamber‘s vice president for com—
munications.

radoasthebeginningofanationwide dinance that prohibited discrimina—
o_f Colorado‘s Amendment 2
a
movementtoimpose anti—Gayrights tion against Gays and Lesbians.
laws. Conservative groups claim «"Coloradowasanexample.Itwas
Anti—Gay Rights Law Triggers Firestorm
they will put similar amendments triedhereanditworked,"Parkssaid.
beforevotersin35
statesintwoyears, "We are not like Arizona," he
effect,
I
think,"said
Burford,
chair—
settled or the current boycott
By Sandy Shore
man
of
DU‘s
economics
depart—
he
said.
said, referringtoboycottsofthatstate
Associated Press Writer
© movement loses momentum.
Tebedo said it is homosexual ment. "We‘re the state that did pass Oregonvotersrejectedanamend— which occurred aftervoters initially
DENVER (AP) — It began as groups, not his own, that are "fan— something; we are painted, we are ment in November that would have refused toestablish aholidayhonor—
an obtusely worded proposal ning the flames ofhatred" in Colo— branded until the amendmentisre— required publicschools to teach that ingMartinLutherKingJr."Thatwas
homosexuality is abnormal. In an isolated circumstance."
aimed at preventing "special rado with calls for a boycott and pealed." _
Parks sees the situation in Colo— Tampa, Fla., voters repealed an or—
rights" for Gays. But three weeks attacks on the religious right.
after it was approved, Colorado‘s "If this thing (boycott) was al—
new anti—Gay rights law is the tar— lowed to take its natural course, I
get of a firestorm of protest.
believe itwould die," Tebedosaid.
It has led to the beginnings of The Atlanta City Council
an economic boycott, an informal banned official travel and spend—
celebrity movement to repeal it, a ing in Colorado, and other cities,
lawsuit challenging it and confu— including San Francisco, are tak—
sion among many residents who ing steps to follow suit.
aren‘t exactly sure why it passed. A coalition called Boycott
And, the city of Aspen has Colorado was formed to encour—
vowed to defy it by continuing to age tourists, corporations and as—
protect the civil rights of homo— sociations to stay away until the
Dance & Showbar
sexuals even after the new law law is rescinded.
goes into effect in January.
Several celebrities, including
92 North Avalon — 272—1525
"It took awhile for the shock tennis stars Martina Navratilova
to sink in about what this really and Chris Evert, who live in As—
means. The meaning goes beyond pen; and entertainers Cher and
~~~
a Gay—and—Lesbian issue to a civil Barbra Streisand have urged the
rights issue," said Aspen City public to help efforts to overturn
Manager Amy Margerum. the amendment.
"What‘s next? (Discrimination Streisand, who earlier urged
against) political affiliation? An— performers to boycott Colorado
cestry? Age?
because ofthe amendment, backed
"The city feels very strongly off in a statement issued after she
that it is a terrible thing to allow learned the cities which would be
this kind ofdiscrimination. We are harmed the most by a boycott
a home—rule city ... and we should would be those that already have
be allowed to enact our laws and laws protecting homosexuals.
ordinances."
"I believe that one should speak
Amendment 2 was approved out when the civil rights of any
Nov. 3 by a vote of 812,763, or group, whether based on gender,
53%, in favor to 709,560, or 47%, religion, race or lifestyle, are be—.
opposed. It will prohibit state and ing threatened," she said.
local governments from enacting Navratilova has joined several
laws that grant civil rights to ho— Coloradans, Aspen, Boulder and
~_ mosexuals. It also will repeal such Denverin a lawsuit that challenges
New Year‘s Eve
lawsinDenver, BoulderandAspen. the legality of the amendment. —
——. The day after the election, the On the economic front, more
backlash began to build. Tourism than 50 government and business
and government offices tookmore leaders have formed a coalition to
than 2,200 calls from outraged counter ill—effects of the amend—
Party & Show
people in several states who said ment with an aggressive public re—
they were canceling trips here. lations campaign fromHollywood
That was just the beginning.
to New York.
Several groups have canceled Ken Parks, Greater Denver
Hats, Horns & Party
conventions and meetings, includ— ChamberofCommerce vice presi—
ing the American Foundation for dent, said Colorado officials are
AIDS Research, theAmericanAs— planning todiscuss the amendment
sociation ofLaw Libraries, the Na— on nationally televised programs
Call For Details
tional Organization for Women such as Entertainment Tonight,
and the National Council for So— and TheArsenioHallShow. They
cial Studies. The lost business also plan to meet with executives
could cost the state more than $10 at major news media outlets in
million in economic benefits, of— New York next month.
RefleCtIONS 2%etcomes
ficials said.
;
"The issue is not dollars; the is—
As Gay—rights supporters bash sue is human rights. We don‘t care
the referendum and economic— ifwe‘re going tobe a rich state dol—
sanction threats continue without lar—wise. If we‘re ethnically not
letup, the Colorado Springs—based there, then there‘s a real concern,"
Southern Country
Colorado for Family Values, he said.
which sponsored Amendment 2, Although it is too early to as—
has kept a low profile.
sess the economiceffect ofthe can—
In 1993
_ But on Nov. 25, spokesman cellations, University of Denver
Kevin Tebedo vowed to keep the professorBill Burford saiditlikely
group‘s doors open until the law— will be significant.
suit challenging Amendment 2 is "There is a definite steamroller
19—TheTriangle Journal News—January 1993
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Public Split On Gays In
Military, Poll Finds
By Howard Goldberg
Associated Press Writer

Among those who know someone
Gay, 55% say the armed forces should
allow Gays and Lesbians. But 55%
of those without a Gay acquaintance
say the armed forces should forbid ho—
mosexuals.
erst
In general, 76% think homosexu—
als should have equal rights in job op—
portunities, and only 16% oppose
such rights.
§
The United States is one of a
«shrinking number of industrialized
nations to ban Gays from its armed
forces. Among those that have
dropped such bans recently are
Canada and Australia.
Gay rights advocates say the ban
is simply job discrimination, and is
especially unfair because many Les—
bians and Gay men havegiven hon—
orable service to the military.
Clinton contends it is a waste of
time and money for the military to
expel homosexuals, but that inappro—
priate sexual conduct — Gay or
straight — should not be tolerated.

The poll was taken Nov. 18—22,
shortly after some influential senators
and military leaders urged Clinton not
NEW FORK (AP) — President— to lift the ban. Clinton has set no time—
elect Clinton‘s.campaign promise to table for doing so, but his promise has
lift the ban on Gays in the military is been kept in the news by court cases
not an issue om which the American
in which Gay servicemen are seek—
public has amyconsensus, according ing reinstatement.
j
to an Associated Press poll.
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney
Forty—four percent in the national says he does not consider Gays a se—
poll say Lesbiags and Gay men should curity risk, and that they are welcome
be allowed tojoin the armed forces. to work in civilian jobs at the Penta—
But rather than being strongly com— gon.
§
mitted to that view, a third say they
"But the military‘s different be—
might change their minds. _
cause you have forced association,"
Forty—five percent say the military Cheney said recently.
should forbid homosexuals. Discount
He said he endorsed the view of
ingthe one in six who say they might uniformed military chiefs "that to
change that view, 37% remain as force Gays leading an overt, openly
committed opponents to lifting the Gay lifestyle into our military units
ban.
&
would have a detrimental impact upon
Twelve percent said they weren‘t the cohesiveness of the units and our
sure or would not answer the ques— combat capabilities."
Gay Sailor Asks
tion.
Some analysts suggest that public
Americans also are split on how opposition to Gays in the military is Appeals Court For
to treat those in uniform who are dis— declining because homosexuals are
Reinstatement
covered to be homosexual: 44% say increasingly open about their sexual
the military should continue discharg— ‘orientation, so more people know a
By James H Rubin
ing homosexuals, 46% say that prac— Gay friend, relative or co—worker.
Associated Press Writer
tice should stop.
In the poll, 47% say they person— _
The margin of sampling error is ally know someone who is Gay or
WASHINGTON (AP) — A fed—
plus or minus 3 percentage points for Lesbian, or are themselves. Almost all
eral appeals court heard arguments
the poll of 1,005 adults by ICR Sur— the rest, 52%, deny knowing some—
Dec. 16 over the government‘s latest
vey Research Group of Media, Pa., one Gay. Hardly anyone said they
effort to oust from the Navy a Gay
part of AUS Consultants.
were uncertain.
sailor who was reinstated last month
by a federal judge in Los Angeles.
Government lawyers told a three—
How AP Poll On Gays In The
judge panel of the U.S. Court of Ap—
peals for the Federal Circuit it has the
Military Was Conducted
power to throw out a temporary in—
junction reinstating Petty Officer
NEW YORK (AP) — The Asso— change in the future?
Keith Meinhold, 30, in his old job.
— Of those who would forbid
ciated Press poll on Gays in the mili—
"This court has exclusive jurisdic—
tary was taken Nov. 18—22 among a Gays, percentage strongly committed: — tion" over the case, said Defense De—
random sample of 1,005 adult Ameri— — 83%. Might change: 16%. Don‘t partment lawyer E. Roy Hawkens,
cans in all states except Alaska and know: 1%.
because Meinhold is seeking back pay
— Of those who would allow of less than $10,000.
Hawaii.
s
Interviewing was done by tele— Gays, percentage strongly committed:
The appeals court here for the fed—
phone by ICR Survey Research 64%. Might change: 34%. Don‘t eral circuit generally has authority
s
Group of Media, Pa., part of AUS know: 1%.
_ over such relatively minor financial
Consultants.
s
3. Current military policy is to dis— claims against the government.
The results were weighted to rep— charge servicemen and women who
But Meinhold‘s lawyer, Harry G.
resent the population by key demo— are discovered to be homosexual. Melkonian, accused the government
graphic factors such as age, sex, Should the military continue this of "forum shopping" — looking for a
region and education.
policy or not? Continue discharging friendly set of judges who would, in
No more than one time in 20 homosexuals: 44%. Stop discharging effect, usurp the authority of the San
should chance variations in the sample homosexuals: 46%. DK—NA: 10%.
Francisco—based 9th U.S. Circuit
cause the results to vary by more than
._ 4. In general, do you think homo— Court of Appeals.
3 percentage points from the answers sexuals in this country should or
"As long as the case is in the 9th
that would be obtained ifall Ameri— should not have equal rights in terms Circuit, other circuit courts should not
— cans were polled. This margin ofsam— of job opportunities? Should have be judging the 9th Circuit,"
pling error is larger for responses of equal rights: 76%. Should not have Melkonian said.
subgroups, such as age categories.
equal rights: 16%. DK—NA: 8%.
"Not only is (Meinhold) perform—
5. Do you happen to personally ing well," Melkonian said, "But his
There are other sources of poten—
tial error in polls, including the word— know someone who is Gay or Les— commanders are happy with his per—
ing and order of questions. Here are bian? Yes (or volunteered that they formance."
the AP poll questions (because of are Gay): 47%. No: 52%. DK—NA:
Hawkens said the injury to the
rounding, sums may not total 100):
1%.
2
Navy is having its ban against homo—
1. Should the U.S. armed forces
sexuals set aside by a federal judge.
forbid or allow Lesbians and Gay men
The three—judge court here heard
to join the military? Forbid Lesbians
arguments for more than two hours
and Gay men: 45%. Allow: 44%.
and gave no indication when it might
Don‘t know, no answer: 12%.
f
rule.
2. (Asked of those with an opin—
U.S. District Judge Terry J. Hatter
fon on previous question:) Would you
Jr. in Los Angeles ordered the Navy
say that you are strongly committed
to reinstate Meinhold, a 12—year Navy
to this view, or is it one that you might
veteran who was honorably dis—
20—The Triangle Journal News — January 1993—

charged in August after disclosing on
national television that he is Gay.
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A Home Away From Home
in the San Francisco Bay Area

I

Local lesbians and gay men invite
you to stay in their homes
Enjoy breakfasts, gay events, resources,
and new connections!

C.
EXP O SURE
alternative
_ travel
opportunities

Program Includes:
Phone
510.869.4395
or write:
P.O. Box 2116
Berkeley, CA
94702

— * accomodations with SF Bay Area lesbians & Gays
* breakfasts and some dinners
* calendar of lesbian and gay events
_.
* referrals to lesbian and gay services in the
SF Bay Area
We will do our best to accommodate your special needs.

FullyAMive

Susan Taranto, MPS
Gay and Lesbian Issues
— Individual and Group Therapy
Retreats and Workshops
Spiritual Direction

901—323—2078

Sliding Fee Scale

APA Finds "No Sound Basis"
For Gay Military Ban
By Kim I Mills
Associated Press Writer

Workers, the National Gay and Les—
bian Task Force, and the National Or—
ganization for Women.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
"One of our primary purposes is
Defense Department has provided to offer total support for the president—
"no sound rational or scientific ba— elect in his intention, as stated con—
sis" for its policy excluding Gay men sistently, to rescind the ban," Clinton
and Lesbians from military service, Anderson, the APA‘s officer for Les—
the American Psychological Associa— bian and Gay concerns, said. "In ad—
tion (APA)says.
dition, we want to make substantial
The APA, along with 20 other na— contributions to seeing the policy
tional organizations, issued a joint change implemented in a way that is
statement Dec. 7 supporting Presi— successful is possible, that minimizes
dent—elect Clinton‘s plan to lift the ban any danger to the national security and
on homosexuals serving in the mili— that addresses the legitimate needs
and concerns of all people affected."
The statement was issued as part
Meanwhile, about 20 members of
of a daylong meeting of people rep— the activist group Queer Nation staged
resenting groups offering to help the a "kiss—in" at Georgia Sen. Sam
military cope once the ban is lifted.
Nunn‘s office Dec. 7 to protest what
"Although [Dept. of Defense] they called his "political homophobia."
policy states that homosexuality is in—
Queer Nation spokesman Mike
compatible with military service, the: Petrelis said the protest was organized |
department has provided no rational in response to reports that Nunn,
or empirical basis for its policy," the chairman of the Senate Armed Ser—
two—paragraph statement says. "Our vices Committee, dismissed two aides
organizations assert that there is no a decade ago after learning they were
sound rational or scientific basis for Gay.
+
this policy."
The National Gay and Lesbian
Groups signing the statement in— Task Force has urged Clinton not to
cluded the American Civil Liberties pick Nunn to be secretary of defense
Union, theAmerican Jewish Commit— because of the Georgia Democrat‘s
tee, the American Nurses Association, opposition to lifting the ban on Gays
the National Association ofSocial ~" and Lesbians in the military.

Gays In Military Say Life
Won‘t Change If Ban Lifted
By Kim I Mills
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — If
President—elect Clintonlifts the ban
on homosexuals in the military,
many Gays and Lesbians already
in uniform say they will heave a
collective sigh of relief and get
back to work.
What they won‘t do is declare
their homosexuality.
"It will not change my day—to—
day life at all," said a Gay Navy
lieutenant who recently came off
active duty and is a reservist.
"However, I‘ll be completely re—
lieved because I love the Navy...
This would be one less hindrance
to me just wantmg to be able to

serve my country."
"The people I want to know al—
ready know," said a naval petty of—
ficer who also is Gay. "I don‘t
think anyone‘s really going to
come out of the closet."
The lieutenant and the petty of—
ficer, like everyone else inter—
viewed for this story, insisted on
anonymity.
A Lesbian Army Reservist
whose partner is on active duty
said she hopes many homosexu—
als inuniform do come out— even
though she said she and her part—
ner won‘t.
"If the ban is lifted and no one
comes out, gee, it‘s all for noth—
ing," she said.
No one knows how many Gay
people are serving in uniform.
About 14,000 men and women
have been kicked out of the ser—
vices during the past 10 years for
being homosexual.
The Associated Press inter—
viewed a cross—section ofGay and
Lesbian soldiers, sailors and air—
men to learn how they feel about
Clinton‘s promise and the contro—
versy that has been raglng since he
made it.

Those who spoke insisted not
only on anonymity but that their
locations be omitted. Several
would talk only on phones away
from their base, fearing that their
calls could be monitored.
"For most people, myself in—
cluded, the issue is not whether or
not you can come out, whether or
not you want to, but whether or not
it should be a point of concern,"
said a Gay Marine aviator. "Just
like religion, politics and what
your favorite baseball team is, your
sexual preference has no place at

work."
An Air Force officer who is a
Lesbian agreed, adding, "There are
other things besides the military
that give people reasons not to
come out — like family."
Most said they have been
watching the debate with a mix—
ture of optimism, worry and an—.
ger. They are hopeful that the pres—
sure to lie will disappear ifthe ban
is lifted. But they are disgusted by
some of the arguments by some
top military brass who support the
prohibition.
Gen. Colin Powell, the chair—
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
and Gen. Gordon Sullivan, the
Army chief of staff, have said the
presence of Gays would interfere
with heterosexual troops‘ right to
privacy. Some former military
leaders have said it might become
necessary to separate troops not
only by sex but by sexual orienta—
tion.
But Gay members of the mili—
tary who talked to the AP scoffed
at that argument.
"They make a big deal, like
there are 20 guys in one shower,"
the Marine aviator said. "There
aren‘t anymore... On all the ships,
except in very extreme circum—
stances, the bathing arrangements
are private."
One Lesbian who spent more

than four years as an Army coun—
selor and is now in the reserves,
said the only time she didn‘t have
privacy was during boot camp.
"There were 60 people in a huge
room. No one was going to do any—
thing there," she said.
And the Air Force officer, who |
has served extensively overseas,
said she rarely saw communal
bathrooms.
"What‘s the difference between
a college dorm of women and a

barracks in the military — and they bility to make this either its worst
survive," she said.
_
nightmare or a relatively minor
Sen. Sam Nunn, D—Ga., who re— bump in the road," the Marine flyer
portedly is on Clinton‘s list of po— said. "It all comes down to whether
tential defense secretaries, has ar— the leadership supports it as it
gued that open Gays in the mili— should — witha vengeance."
"The military is capable of do—
tary would become targets for ha—
ing anything it chooses to do," the
rassment or violence.
That may be true, the Gay mem— counselor said. "If they want to
bers of the military said, but the correct this issue and enforce it,
military has the powerto stop such they can do it. If they choose not
to, they won‘t. And that‘s the bot—
behavior.
"The leadership hasthe capa— tom line."
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Concert—goers
Cancel Tickets
For Manhattan

Review
The Fires of Bride

If the winter has been coldand
miserable, the landscape bleak and
. gray and you just want to get under
the bedcovers with a good book,
choose Ellen Galford‘s The Fires of
Bride. This book is perfect for the
winter novel. It takes you to the cold,
windswept, northernmost islands off
Scotland‘s Outer Hebrides, complete —
with the choppy ocean waves of the
Atlantic visible from roomsina castle.
Mix in witchcraft, hints of a Loch
Ness—type monster, ouija boards,
~ strange goings on in the night and a
Lesbian love story and what more
could you ask for?
The Fires ofBride is a British book
and it happens in modern times. The
people on the remote island of
Cailleach have jobs and non—island—
ers, including an American factory
owner and an English archaeologist,
visit. But there is always something
beyond the surface which constantly
tantalizes the casual visitor (and the
reader).
Maria Milleny is a young London

painter for whom almost everything
is going wrong. She‘s just broken up
with her lover, her paintings have yet
to take off and she just wants to get
away. An offer comes from Catriona
MacEochan who has purchased one
of Maria‘s paintings and wants her to—

deliver it personally, all expenses
paid, and she can bring her painting
gear with her to the cold north.: In—
trigued Maria does so and soon lands
in Cailleach and its mysterious past.
This book tackles thetraditional
religious notion that only men are
somehow fit to serve God and that
God is a male. In Cailleach there once
flourished a cult devoted to the God—
‘dess Bride, a goddess whom the
Christian church tried to turn into a
saint and then totally eliminate, but
were not successful. Rumors of an
ancient illustrated book predating the
Bible persist, a book which celebrates
the original goddess.
The Fires ofBride abounds with
interesting characters like Isa the blind
weaver who can sense colors with her
fingertips and sings Bessie Smith and
Billie Holiday songs in Gaelic.
Stephanie Stonebridge, the archaeolo—
gist, helps solve the mystery of the
Goddess Bride and based on Maria‘s
research, the reader is given several
glimpses of those who have lived on
this remote island in the past and some
of their experiences.
Although Lesbian romances pre—
dominate, this book will also appeal
to Gay males who would, no doubt,
like the setting and they can mentally
change the gender of the characters.
The Fires ofBride is available in
Memphis from Meristem for $8.95.
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Transfer
—

FORT COLLINS, Colo. (AP) —
Asinginggroupthatannounced some
proceeds ofticket sales for its con—
certDec. 15 would be usedin thefight
against Amendment 2 played on —
despite about 100 cancellations be—
cause ofthe announcement.
_
About two hours before Manhat—
tan Transfer appeared on stage at the
Lincoln Center, ticketholderDorothy
Mosscrop demanded arefund for her _
ticket.
_
"I feel prettystrongabout the way
Ivotedduringthe election,and I don‘t
want anyone to change that," said
Mosscrop,whosupports Amendment
2, which makes unconstitutional laws,
ordinancesorpoliciesprohibiting dis—
crimination based on sexual orienta—
tion.
The quartet, during its perfor— §
mance, told the crowd of about 1,100
that some ofits earnings from the Fort
Collins and Greeley appearances
would be used to pay for the legal
fight against Amendment 2 — which
has sparked calls for a nationwide
boycott of Colorado from the enter—
tainment industry, individuals and
political interests.
Early in the concert, vocalist Tim
Hauser told the audience the group
believed that all people should have
equal rights. He added that his group
understands callsfora boycott from —
the entertainment industry, but "we
don‘t like other people telling us what
to do."
The amendment is a "frightening
travesty," said singer Cheryl Bentyne.
"I hope it‘s not a sign of things to
come."
"We chose toconfront it," she said. —
"If you sit back and boycott an entire
state — what good is that going to do
for people who support it and who are
still here? We can‘t just turn away."
Dave Siever, director of the Lin—
coln Center, said about 180 tickets
were returned to the box office for a
refund after the group‘s announce—
ment. He said only about 40 of those
weren‘t resold to other fans.
AIDS Strikes
High Number of
Male Skaters
_
CALGARY, Alberta (AP) — At
least 40 male skaters and coaches
in the top ranks of North American
figure skating have died in recent
years of AIDS—related diseases, the
Calgary Herald says.
And at least a dozen others in
‘Canada and the U.S. have HIV or
AIDS and are still alive, the news—
paper reported Dec. 13.
"I continue to be surprised at the .
number of people we‘re losing,"
said Peter Dunfield of Ottawa, an
Olympic—level coach who has lost
five colleagues to AIDS.
"I‘ve always thought that skat—
ing should not be singled out for
AIDS attention, but it‘s becoming
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more and more disturbing," six— The fatalities include three—time
time Canadian champion Toller Canadian champion Brian Pockar
Cranston said.
of Calgary, 1988 Olympic dance
Two monthsofinterviews by the bronze medalist Rob McCall,
Herald— involvingsome 125 skat— formerworldjuniorchampion Den—
ers, coaches, judges, officials, nis Coi, choreographerAndre Denis
‘people with AIDS and their friends and Toronto‘s Shaun McGill, a
and families—revealed an extraor— world professional silver medalist
dinarily high incidence of the dis— in 1988.
ease in the professional and top Amongthe otherswho died were
amateur ranks of thesport.
former U.S. medalists Tim Brown,
Of about 100 senior male skat— who became a member of the —
ers who competed nationally in Canada Ice Dance Theatre during
Canada over a 10—year period dur— ‘ the 1970s, and John Carrell, who
ing the 1970s, at least nine con— ‘became a member ofthe National
tracted HIV or AIDS.
Ballet of Canada.
That represents about one of 11 Arthur Luiz, co—president of the
skaters. Health and Welfare Canada newly formed International Gay
estimates that one of 670 Canadi— Figure Skating Union, said at least
ans may be HIV—postive. But those half of North America‘s top male
outside high risk categories have skaters are Gay.
about a one in 10,000 chance of
being HIV—positive.

CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercial ads FREE. Limit of30 words
(including address orphone number) and
a $2.00charge fortheuseofourP.O. Box.
Please specify ifyou want to use our P.O.
Box. Commercial ads are charged at the
rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum.
Phone numbers and zip codes are free.
Deadline foradsis the 15th ofeach month.
Sendto TriangleJournalNews, Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485. Classifieds
must be submitted in writing and must
includeyournameandatelephonenumber
whereyoucan be reachedto veritythead.
If you would like a copy of the issue
your ad appears in, please send $1.00
to cover postage.
Announcements
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TIN
announcements and classifieds will not
automatically be re—run. Announcements
and classifieds must be re—submitted each
month, in writing, by the 15th of the month.
WYPL is a radio reading service
broadcasting on FM 89.3 serving the
visuallyand printimpairedinShelbyCounty.
Each month our readers record over 500
hours of timely news and information.
Volunteers give between 1 and 3 hours of
their time each week reading "live" or
recording magazines and newspapers. All
volunteerworkis doneatthestudiolocated
in the Main Library at 1850 Peabody.
Volunteer readers are particularly needed
forthe weekdays. Volunteer readers need
clear voices and good vocabularies.
Interested individuals call: Mary Field at
(901) 725—8833 for more information.
Bep & Breaxrast
Ozark Bed/Breakfast—5 wooded acres of
privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclusive
resort for men & women. Hot tub. Country
club privileges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge,

Rt 4 Box 155, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
(501) 253—5283.
Services
YOU
DESERVE
THE
BEST
California trained professional offers
full—body, therapeutic and sportsmassage.
1%/, hours, by appointment,outcall only.

‘

Holrday gift certificates also available.
Craig 10 AM — 10 PM (901) 278—9768.
Personas
Attention Studs!White/Blackmalesneeded
forbenefitsthisyear. Mustbeableto dance
in erotic attire. Please be well built and
handsome/creative enough to raise $50
bucks per routine. Please leave name/
number with vol. at 728—4297, evenings.
Attractive GWM, 28, 56", 130#, blond,
graduate student, likes: computers,
altemative music, progressive politics, New
Age, physical fitness, cute dudes. Write
Jim, Rt. 1 Box 18, Gassville, AR 72635.
Black Gay male, 30 years of age. 198 of
solidmuscular—like build. Cleanandhealthy. .
Looking for a friend to live with and be an
honest and truthful lover: I want a friend
who wants to love me physically and
emotionally and be loved. I have a place
with some relatives but I want to be with a
handsome and undrstanding man who is
willing to take me into his place and let me
pamper him. If interested please write to:
Jeremy, PO Box63, Covington, TN 38019.
Donations are needed for a booth at the
Memphis Flea Market on Feb. 6th. Items
needed: original art/crafts, antiques,
clothing, books, and bric—a—brac. Drop—off
ints are Star Search Video & MGLCC.
FIREMANWANTEDtohosemedown. Butch
WMseekssameaslatrinebuddyforshowers.
I‘m hairy, 641", 205#, 42. Pluses: hung, uncut,
leather, rubber. Write: Dept. R—1, PO Box
11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.

GWM, 40s, 6, 180#, attractive, sincere,
intrigued .with 50 plus men for fun &
friendship. Enjoy good laughs, times,
conversations. To meet trustworthy, good
guy write: Dept. F—1, PO Box 11485,
Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
Happy New Year from White Glove
Services. Thanks for making 1992 a great
year! We appreciate your cleaning
business. (901) 745—5628.
I‘m a 37 year old GWM who is seeking to
find aman wantingtomakea commitment
toward a long—term monogamous
relationship. I am seeking a companion
whoenjoysquietevenings, music,theater,
travel, entertaining friends, and church
attendance.I preferanon—smokerandone
who is HIV negative. Age is not an issue,
only sincerity toward fulfilling a void in my
life. All
will be kept confidential
andI will replytoall. Writeto: Dept. H—1, PO
Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
Leland D.—You have not seen me in a
benefit for ages because of the last time I
upstaged you so badly. Remember? You
O.D.‘d on something and nobody could
find you for two weeks! You ended up in
‘Utah or somewhere... Do not worry my
sweet little over—thirty, "I wish I were a
twinkie just one more time," Janet jackson
fan. Somebodyouttherestill hasthe recipe
for
microdot! Love, Steve.
Leland D. (and somtimes Woofy)—You
should hire Steve as your press agent. Of
all the people in Memphis, of all the people
who pay to get their name or the name of
their business in the TJN, readers can
always count on your being mentioned in
the classifieds. (And I don‘t find all those
derogatoryremarksasnegatives!Wehave
a lotin common!) On second thought, why
bother paying him for keeping your name
in print? He‘s dong it for spite and you‘re

ProressionatServices
Dependable and honest white males
available fro residential and commercial
cleaning. Weekly, bi—weekly, or monthly.
One—time cleaning‘s alsowelcome. We do
it all — even windows! Call White Glove
Services at (901) 745—5628. Licensed.
Excellent references.
Roommate
— COOPERYOUNG:Gaymanseekssingle)
couple to share large historic, partially
We are great people and love pen—pals furnished house in quiet neighborhood.
and entertaining. Write: J.B., Route 3 Box
Large rooms, modern kitchen, 2 baths,
280 C, Linden, TN 37096. Please no andfacilities. Rentnegotiable. (901)
druggies or gender confused.
274— 0720 (Leave message).
Very attractive GWM, 21, 510°, 130%, Employed non—smoker wanted to share 3
Seeksyoung, straight—actingGWM toparty BR, 2 bath apt. $275/m0. includes utilities
andwasherand dryer prvileges. Call (901)
Vncent Astor—My penis (11 1/2 —3 1/4)
373—9439
needs your warm, wet, pulsating, vibrant Roonmatewantedtosharesmallflmshed
tasty, and overall devinelasagna! Theway trailer in Widener, AR, 40 mi. west of
to a man‘s hard is through his stomach, Memphis. $50/month rent plus 1/2 utilities.
and his zipper. Signed—Mule.
No drugs or heavy drinkers; smoker OK.
630—1289.

Nice
Pitin, gracia por mi libra y mi caja de
recipes. Yo te quiero mucho. Felizano
nueve. Esteban.
REAL MEN DO J/O! 100‘s of hot, homy
men are waiting to get it on/off with you! 1—
1, Phone or group. Write CKC — PO Box
14690 — Chicago, IL 60614—0690. Always
Discreet!
f
Rural GCPL, male, wishes to correspond
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Meehngs at Memphis Lambda Center, IncN
241 N. Cleveland Street
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379
Phoenix (Gay Alcoholics Anonymous)
Sunday
8:00pm Discussion (Open)
Monday
8:00pm Discussion (Open)
Tuesday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Wednesday 8:00pm Big Book Study
Saturday
8:00pm Discussion (Open)
(Last Saturday of month is birthday night with speaker.)

&

Buy a Subscription to the

You were chosen 6y God
to be who you are —
gay, fesbian or
heterosexual.
ifhe
ressnon
tynsa
trom

Goa in maﬁmg(ma
building of relationships.

Into The Light
Mid—South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper —

(Alcoholics Anonymous — Women Only)
8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Thursday
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
Sunday
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Blrthdays last Sunday.)

12 Issues for $15
mailed First Class, discreetly, so you
don‘t have to wait for the news.

Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
8:00 pm Discussion (Open, but participa—
Friday
tion by other than alcoholics/
addicts discouraged.)

NAME

Al—Anon (Co—dependency meeting)

ADDRESS

INJEGRITis afamily
, Lesbians and
eir rienbs within the

rd Church.
INT EGR1J\J is aplace to
find community
and
INTEGQOJV offers
opportunitiesfor growth,
prayer,jnenasﬁga and
anaerstanamg,

Call For Information

CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE
~

Mail to

Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
6:30 pm Discussion (Open)
Saturday

INTEGRITY meets every
third Juesday of the
month at Calva

*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a pnvate organization

ﬁlaco'pal’ Church, Mempﬁts
more inormatwn, calf

formed for the promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—
Step meetings with a special outreach to the Gay and
Lesbian community.

k

Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News]

DougDeaverat726-4698
\ or JoePfeiffer at 272—1207 /
23—TheTriangleJournal January 1993

Sundays at 11:00am, 6:30pm; Bible Tsarus: Leather-Levi club » Box 41082,
Memphis 38174—1082.
study: Wednesdays at 7:00pm, We
41784, Memphis
CareAIDSSupportMinistry: Sat. 10am Wings: Social
38174—1784.
+2323 Monroe » Mailing address: Box
41648, Memphis, 38174—1648 Women of Leather: Box 41322, Memphis
T 726—9443.
38127—1322.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tue., Young & Proud: Mailing address: 675
North 4th, Memphis 38107—3704 =
Dinner, 6:30pm, $3, Meeting 7:00pm «
829—8185.
c/o Calvary Episcopal Church, 102 N.
2nd, Memphis, TN 38103@°726—4698.
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
(Doug Deaver) or 272—1207 (Joe Madison Heights: Gay computer bulletin
Pfeiffer).
board + 300 — 2400 baud, Password
Into The Light (Women‘s AA) Memphis —
"Drummer" @ 272—1216.
Lambda Center @ 276-7379 or North American Bulletin Board

Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline:
T 1—800—347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm
11:45pm.)
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard:
@ 728—GAYS — 7:30—11pm.
LINC: # 725—8895. ~.
NarcoticsAnonymous: @ 276—LIVE.
Rape Crisis: @ 528—2161. _
Suicide & Crisis Intervention:
T 274—7477.
Transvestite—Transexual National
Hotline: (617) 899—2212 (8am—
2am, Mon.—Sat.).
§
LEGAL SERVICES
454—1414.
Operators Assoc. (NABBOA): Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At Law:
Lambda Men‘s Chorus: Rehearsals:
# 794—0646 (Leave message
Rt. 1, Box 255 A, Senatobia, MS 38668
Tuesdays, 7:30pm, Prescott Memorial —
Z (601) 562—8738 or (901) 722—8188.
requesting membership to group 69).
BaptistChurch, 499 Patterson«Mailing The Personals: Gay computer bulletin
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870
address: 2058 Young Ave, Memphis
Union Avenue, Memphis, TN 38104
board + 300 or 1200 baud
38104 @ 276—4045.
# 2746713. (You must have a
4 274—6824.
Loving Arms (Volunteers who "love"
computer and modem to access this Susan Mackenzie, AttorneyAtLaw: 100
and "hold" babies atthe Med): Shelia
N. Main, Suite 3310, Memphis 38103
service.)
Tankersley, 8591 Greenbrook Two‘s Company: Gay computer bulletin
@ 525—0417.
Parkway, Southaven, MS 38671
boardandcomputersupport. "Handles" Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
T 393—0983.
Main, Suite 3310, Memphis 38103 #
accepted. 1200/2400 baud.
Memphis Center for Reproductive
525—0417,
# 726—4073.
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave, Memphis
Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law: 44 N.
COUNSELING SERVICES
38104 @ 274—3550. —
§
Second, Suite 600, Memphis 38103
Beth Causey, M.Div.: Pastoral counseling
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
T 521—9996.
B 278—9554.
Center (MGLCC): 1665 Madison, Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union, Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
Memphis38104 — Mailing address: Box
1903 Lincoln American Tower, 60 North
Memphis 38104 # 726—1284.
41074, Memphis 38174 Z 276—4651. Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
Mid—America Mall, Memphis 38103
Memphis Lambda Center: Meeting place
T 684—1332.
Psychological Counselor « Simmons,
for 12—step recovery programs +241 N.
MASSAGE SERVICES
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Amold
Cleveland (above United Paint Store),
Rd, Suite 316, Memphis 38118 @ Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue
Memphis 38104 # 276—7379, 726—
369—6050. _
massage, therapeutic touch and .
6293, 527—1461, or 327—3676.
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
preparation for movement. By
# 745—5628.
Memphis Phone Corps: # 278—2199 —
Service, 1835Union, Suite 101,
appointment only @r 527—2273.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
— David or @ 272—3740 —Tom.
Memphis 38104 @ 726—4586 » Sliding Bodyrights: Therapeutic/sports massage
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA): Memphis State University Students for
fee scale.
by appointment @ 377—7701.
Memphis
Lambda
Center
* Gay & Lesbian Awareness (GALA): Northeast Mental Health Center: DaveEveritt: Full bodySwedishmassage,
# 276—7379.
GALA c/o Office of Greek Affairs, MSU
T 382—3880.
Shiatzu, Medical Massage Z 327—
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
38152.
4513
or 529—4161 (Peabody Hotel).
Susan
Taranto,
MPS:
Individual
&
group
Lambda Center @ 276—7379.
Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box 11042,
therapy + Fully Alive! @ 323—2078 — Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
Alliance: Leather/levi club » 4372 Kerwin
Memphis 38111—0042.
* Sliding fee scale.
massage by appointment©"452—1875
Drive, Memphis 38128.
Minority Prison Project (MPP): For
or Beeper 575—1230.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
American Gay Atheists (AGA)
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
Charles Butler, CFP: Financial Planner Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
Memphis: Box 41371, Memphis
Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402
massage by appointment. Please call
‘_ 767—3661.
38174—1371.
B 726—1547.
10am—10pm @ 278—9768.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT): Mystic Kreweof Aphrodite: Box 41 822, Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Service:
3340
Poplar
Ave,
Suite
305,
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157
Memphis 38174—1822.
Memphis 38111 @ 458—0152.
AccentWith Flowers: Floral School, 1505
T 452—5894.
National Organization for Women
Wilma Vandermeer, CPA: Taxes,
S. Perkins, Memphis 38117
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174
accounting services r 726—9082.
# 683—3007.
1161 PoplarAve #15, Memphis 38105
0982 # 276—0282.
Dabbles HairCo.: 19N. Cooper, Memphis
@ 756—5172.
FLORISTS
C
New Beginnings (Adult Children of
38104 # 725—0521.
Catholic Gay Men‘s Support Group:
Botanica:
944
South
Cooper,
Memphis
Alcoholics): Memphis Lambda Center
Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall
Information ® 725—5237.
38104
T
800—769—5688,
fax:
274
# 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Veterinarian, 480 Pruitt Road, Oakland,
5688. .
Catholic Lesbians: Faith @r 324—6949.
Parents & Friends ofLesbiansAnd Gays
TN 38060 # (901) 465—2699.
Flower
Market
of
Memphis:
1523
Union
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
(P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis
For emergency
care call
Ave.,
Memphis
38104
@
274—8103.
Square DanceClub» MeetsThursdays,
38187—2031 @ 761—1444.
E (901) 372—2215.
§
7pm Prescott Memorial BaptistChurch, Phoenix (Gay AA): Memphis Lambda Park East Florist: 6005 Park, Memphis
David Gairhan: A/C & refrigeration repair
38119
#
761—2980.
4267 Richwood, Memphis 38125
Center & 327—2447, 276—7379, or
42747011. _
Sweet Peas: 111 South Highland 22324—
E 387—1567 or 753—1507.
_
._ 4541414.
Len Glosque: Carpentry @ 276—0135.
Desert Hearts: Gay Women‘s Social Positive Mental Attitude Association,
— 6873 and 80 Monroe @ 525—7775.
Graffiti Graphics: 5709 Mt. Moriah,
Group @ Susan 377—7312 or Barbara
GRAPHICS
:
Inc: Former incarcerated drug users »
Memphis, TN 38115 @ 795—2609.
756—8134.
f
Bonehead
Creative:
1271
Poplar,
Suite
28 N. Claybrook, Suite 1, Memphis
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Friends ForLife—HIV Resources: HIV/
103,
Memphis
38104
@276—2101.
—
.
38104 @ 276—PMAA.
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins,
AIDS
Prime—Timers Memphis: Forinformation: JRP Specialties: Photo business cards &
52 N. Second, Memphis 38103
Memphis38174—0389 ¥ 278—AIDS or
distinctive nature photography* Joe
John Proweltt, 1517 Court Ave., Ste. 4,
@ 525—5302.
272—0855.
=
Pfeiffer
@r
272—1207.
— Memphis 38104—2402 @ 726—1547.
Gay §nd Lesbian American Indians: Riverboat Gamblers Motorcycle Club: Printers Ink: Box 11485, Memphis, TN Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and
Antiques: 2613 Broad Avenue
InformationEr 725—4898.
38111—0485 @ 454—1411.
Box 40404, Memphis, TN 38104
T 454—0386.
Gay, Lesblan, Bisexual Veterans of
Ann
Taylor:
Resumés,
ad
campaigns,
@ 276—9939.
:
Have
Bar Will Travel: Bartendmg for
America Memphis Chapter: For Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
letterhead, etc., Memphis, TN
private functions » Lisa Gray (The
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court ~ Center @ 276—7379 or 454—1414.
T 761—2980.
‘Peabody Hotel) r 383—2565.
Ste. 4, Memphis 3810424028726- . Southern Country Memphis: Country Wildhare Graphics: 344 North Watkins,
Bob Hughes, MS: Yoga and relaxation
1547.
Memphis,
TN
38104
I
278—8437.
Western
Dance
Club
_>
classes » r 682—0855.
Gays On Cleveland Street (GOCS):
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
c/oChaps, 111 N. Claybrook, Memphis,
John—InCharge:
Household & office
Social Group » c/o The Hut, 102 N.
AIDS Switchboard: ? 278—AIDS.
38104 @ 452—2307.
cleaning,
errands,
a personal valet ©
Cleveland, Memphis 38104 Transexuals in Prison (TIP): For Gay +&
Lesbian
Hotline:
4272—2316.
—
@ 725—9872.
@
1—800—285—7431
(24
hr.
help
&
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
Kings
Interior
Painting:
@ 324—5314.
HolyTrinityCommunityChurch: Sunday
information for Lesbians, Gays
Ave., Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402
TheLimitedEdition
Gallery:Art&Custom
School:~9:45am; Worship Service:
transvestites, & transexuals)
T 726—1547.
The Gay Memphis Resources
Directory is printed as a public
service, and its listings are free.
Agencies and businesses listed herein
have requested to be listed, but have not
been charged. All phone numbers are area
code 901 unless otherwise noted.
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E.
# 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store:
2947 Lamar # 744—7494.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
G 454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 1: 2857 Winchester
# 794—2997.
Tammy‘s #2: 2220 East Brooks Road
E 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Road
B 7444513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Avenue
@ 373—5670.
BOOKS & GIFTS
Meristem: Feminist BookStore—930South
Cooper @ 276—0282.
_ CARPET CARE / CLEANING
: SERVICES _
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: @ 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
T 324—5314. _
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr. service, free
estimates r 327—6165.
White Glove Services: Homeor Office
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Framing » 826 South Cooper @ 722—
5501.

Mid—Town Hair: 1926 Madison, Memphis
38104 @ 278—2199.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
house sitting by competent, caring
couple @ 726—6198.
Richard‘s Designs: Packagingdesigns &
marketing @ 683—6157.
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
facility rental + Michael Sanders
T 948—3998.
See—S: Portraits & photography
T 327—3760.
Star Search Video: 1411 Poplar Ave
P 272—STAR.
Tiger Paw Wmdshleld Repair &
— Replacement: Donna Watson
"F 363—4629. 24 hr. phone service.
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop &
Grooming Salon+3700S. Mendenhall,
Memphis 38115 @r 794—3047 or 365—
‘9716.
Video Magic: 1529 Union, Memphis38104
B 726—6344.
Whittington Tree & Lawn Service: —
Sandra & Troy Whittington
T 685—8410. Free estimates, 24 hr.
service.
MEDIA
Gay Alternative: Radio program, Mon.
6:00—7:00pm, WEVL—FM 90 + Box
41773, Memphis 38174.
Hera Sees: Bi—monthly newspaper
published by Hera Sees, Inc. + 1725—B
Madison Avenue, Memphis 38104
B 276—0543.
Query:
Weekly
newspaper
published by Pyramid Publishing
* Box 40422, Nashville 37204—0422
B (615) 327—3273.
Triangle Journal ~News: Monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink «
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
B 454—1411.
NIGHT CLUBS DINING
Amnesia: 2866 Poplar
Apartment Club: 343 Madison
T 525—9491.
Barbara‘s: 1474 Madison I 278—4313.
Chaps: 111 N. Claybrook @ 726—4767.
Hut: 102 N. Cleveland @ 725—9872.
J—Wags: 1268 Madison @ 725—1909.
Ménage: 1680 Madison @ 725—1 745.
Oops: 1349 Autumn @ 272—1634.—
Pipeline: 1382 Poplar Z 726—5263.
Reflections: 92 North Avalon
@ 272—1525.
WKRB in Memphis: 1528 Madison
t 278—9321.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
Developments: 194 Looney Ave,
Memphis 38107 @r 525—3044.
Bill Malone, Affiliate Broker, Merkle and
Associates: 2298 Germantown Rd S.,
Memphis 38138 @ 755—2200.
Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker, Davies—
Sowell, Inc.: 54 S. Cooper, Memphis
38104 — 278—4380.
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
LOCATIONS
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Rd. Et & 683—9801.
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 1850 Peabody @ 725—8800.
P & H Cafe: 1532 Madison Ave
T 2749794.
Squash Blossom Market: 1720 Poplar
T 7254823
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Mendenhall Rd S. @ 682—3326 & 1803
Union @ 726—1622.

